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Abstract
Context: In the last decades, large-scale agile development has received in-
creasing attention, as also organizations with many stakeholders and large
systems aim for higher development speed and focus on customer value. A
recognized research challenge in large-scale agile development relates to inter-
team coordination. To coordinate effectively, organizations need to identify
what knowledge is required across team borders and how it can be managed
over time. Knowledge is potentially manifested in boundary objects—artifacts
that create a shared understanding between teams (e.g., requirements or ar-
chitecture descriptions). Traceability between artifacts is a key necessity to
manage change in agile contexts. Moreover, agile practitioners aim to reduce
the documentation effort to absolutely crucial artifacts and trace links.
Objective: This thesis aims to improve how practitioners can manage knowl-
edge for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. We focus
especially on how knowledge can be made explicit in artifacts and trace links
that are evolved over time.
Method: We empirically investigated problems and developed solutions us-
ing a research approach that was inspired by design science. Case studies,
an in-depth design science study, a mixed methods study, and surveys were
performed. Using this mix of research methods, we leveraged both qualitative
and quantitative data.
Results: We coined the concept of living boundary objects to manage knowl-
edge for inter-team coordination. Living boundary objects are boundary ob-
jects that are traced to other artifacts, kept up to date, and serve for inter-
team coordination. They should be established early in the lifecycle to create a
common understanding of the product to be developed. We scrutinized archi-
tecture descriptions, interfaces, and requirements and traceability information
models as examples of concrete boundary objects. We recommend establish-
ing alignment using a common high-level structure, but also supporting diverse
knowledge management practices to fulfill the individual needs of agile teams.
Conclusions: Our contributions help to establish knowledge management
practices that are considered beneficial by practitioners and focus on the crucial
aspects to align agile teams on. We suggest concepts and requirements for
knowledge management tools that take the distinct role of living boundary
objects into consideration and can be adjusted as organizations’ needs evolve.
Keywords
large-scale agile development, boundary objects, empirical software engineer-
ing, traceability management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Agile development methods have been increasingly adopted over the last years [1,
2], as companies aim for higher flexibility to adapt to changing requirements
and market needs. In the annual “State of Agile” survey of 2019, 97% of the
participants indicated that they use agile development methods [3]. Although
the “State of Agile” survey is not a scientific survey, it indicates that agile
methods are in fact widely spread. Agile methods were initially adopted in
small and co-located teams [4], but have become more used in larger companies
as well [5, 6].
Large-scale agile development typically involves a large number of actors,
as well as multiple systems with interdependencies between them [7]. Many ap-
proaches for large-scale agile development are based on assumptions that hold
in small-scale agile scenarios, but not in large development contexts. In par-
ticular, there is a problematic assumption that agile practices can be linearly
scaled up [7]. For instance, the use of Scrum-of-Scrum meetings to discuss de-
cisions and propagate them back to the teams comes with problems (e.g., low
perceived usefulness and efficiency) [8]. Mechanisms are needed to establish
knowledge sharing and inter-team coordination as an ongoing activity between
actors [7], especially over a large geographical and temporal distance [9].
To address this issue, the challenge of inter-team coordination has been in-
cluded in the research agenda of large-scale agile software development [5,10].
To enable coordination in large-scale contexts, knowledge related to systems,
interdependencies, and activities of actors needs to be shared [11, 12]. Shar-
ing tacit knowledge through face-to-face conversations plays a crucial role in
knowledge management in agile contexts, but also externalizing knowledge and
capturing it in knowledge artifacts should not be neglected [13].
Externalized knowledge is especially important where employee turnover
rates are high and new sites are established [12, 14]. A core component of
(process) knowledge management is traceability, i.e., the ability to create and
use links between knowledge artifacts [15]. The development of a traceable
web of linked artifacts and people can support organizations in creating, stor-
ing, retrieving, transferring, and applying knowledge. However, practition-
ers in globalized agile software development often struggle with identifying
what knowledge is needed and should be made explicit in artifacts and trace
links [16–18]. More empirical studies are needed to support inter-team coor-
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dination and manage knowledge in suitable ways [5, 8].
This thesis’ goal is to improve how practitioners can manage knowledge for
inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. We focus mainly on
the use of externalized knowledge (e.g., artifacts or trace links) and surround-
ing mechanisms for the technical coordination of development activities [11].
Our subgoals are
(G1) to provide empirical insights into the current state of knowledge man-
agement for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development and
(G2) to explore solutions to support knowledge management for inter-team
coordination in large-scale agile development.
Concretely, to address G1, we create an empirical basis to conceive ap-
proaches for knowledge management in large-scale agile development, by focus-
ing on current practices and challenges. Addressing G2, we created solutions
in the form of guidelines and principles to support knowledge management, as
well as concepts for tool solutions.
In particular, we coin the concept of living boundary objects that can be
leveraged to manage knowledge for inter-team coordination. Boundary objects
are artifacts used by groups of actors to create a common understanding while
being adaptable to the specific needs of each group [19]. In this thesis, we
define living boundary objects as boundary objects that are traced to other
artifacts, kept up to date, and serve for inter-team coordination.
This cumulative thesis is built on an introductory chapter, followed by
Chapters A–F containing the respective appended publications Papers A–F.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is structured as follows: Section 1.1
introduces the background of knowledge management and inter-team coordi-
nation in large-scale agile development. The goals of this thesis are described
in further detail in Section 1.2 and positioned in the context of related work
in Section 1.3. The research approach is described in Section 1.4, followed
by a summary of the main contributions of this thesis in Section 1.5. Sec-
tion 1.6 gives high-level answers to this thesis’ research questions. We discuss
our findings in Section 1.7 and conclude this thesis in Section 1.8.
1.1 Background
This section introduces central concepts relevant to this thesis. We describe
large-scale agile development in Section 1.1.1, inter-team coordination in Sec-
tion 1.1.2, knowledge management in Section 1.1.3, traceability in Section 1.1.4,
and boundary objects in Section 1.1.5.
1.1.1 Large-Scale Agile Development
Agile software development methods have been used since the early 2000s [20].
The agile manifesto [21] coined important principles: people and interactions
between them were described as the cornerstones of agile development, as
well as working software, customer collaboration, and fast response to change.
Typically, agile methods involve cross-functional teams of individuals with
different expertise that work in short iterations (e.g., sprints) and rely on
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face-to-face communication. A plethora of agile methods has been developed
over time [20], e.g., Scrum or eXtreme Programming. For the development
of physical products, agile methods are perceived to improve communication,
reaction time to changes, flexibility, transparency, and commitment [22].
It was acknowledged early on that ways are needed to scale agile methods
to larger development contexts (e.g., [20, 23]), which led to the research area
of large-scale agile development [24]. An agile development context is called
large-scale when between two and nine teams are involved [25] and we use that
definition in this thesis. Other definitions refer to the scope of the developed
system(s), team size, and project duration [7, 26]. In fact, most companies
we collaborated with had more than 9 teams, which makes them even very
large-scale [25].
To scale agile methods, a number of frameworks have been developed,
for instance, the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) [27] or Large-Scale Scrum
(LeSS) [28]. There exist several reported benefits of using agile scaling frame-
works for large-scale agile development [29], e.g., increased efficiency, motiva-
tion, and quality. Some frameworks are rather lightweight and built on Scrum,
e.g., Scrums of Scrums or LeSS. SAFe has been listed as the most complex
framework [29], as it is rather process-heavy, introduces stronger changes to
the organizational structure, and relies on a larger number of artifacts. Agile
scaling frameworks commonly scale existing practices up in a linear way. In
LeSS, for instance, sprint planning or product backlog refinement activities
are used on a high level for all teams, as well as individually for each team.
SAFe establishes so-called agile release trains to structure teams of agile teams,
as well as backlogs on several levels (e.g., program, solution, and team back-
logs). Product-related knowledge is intended to be distributed by key roles.
For instance, enterprise, solution, and system architects are roles that manage
architectural knowledge in SAFe [27].
When adopting agile methods in large-scale development, inter-team co-
ordination and knowledge sharing require specialized approaches [8, 30]. We
describe the theoretical background related to inter-team coordination and
knowledge management in the following sections.
1.1.2 Inter-Team Coordination
When engineering complex products of realistic size, humans need to work
together. It is not feasible to design, develop, test, operate, and maintain
such products without involving several experts that collaborate. Collabora-
tion is defined as the “process in which two or more agents work together to
achieve shared goals” [31]. Coordination, the “management of interdependen-
cies between activities” [32], is necessary to achieve the goal of collaboration.
As activities are explicitly or implicitly connected to real-world objects, the
management of dependencies between such objects is another aspect of coor-
dination, e.g., between components of a system [32].
Coordination mechanisms are defined as “the organizational arrangements
that allow individuals to realize a collective performance” [33]. When humans
aim to collaborate in software or systems engineering, they typically divide the
product into smaller parts that can be developed by groups or teams. These
groups are typically characterized by different backgrounds and sub-disciplines
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(e.g., software engineering, mechanical engineering, or electrical engineering).
Agile companies aim for increased development speed and flexibility to change.
To this end, autonomous agile teams should be empowered to provide customer
value and tailor development practices to their needs. At the same time, teams
are required to integrate their output into one common, deliverable product
and align their work with a large number of heterogeneous stakeholders [34]. In
large-scale agile development, these stakeholders typically belong to different
organizations with different goals. The required balance between empower-
ment and alignment and the variety of heterogeneous stakeholders make agile
inter-team coordination a challenging activity.
Several approaches to support coordination exist. They can be classified
as impersonal, personal, and group mechanisms [35]. In the impersonal mode,
knowledge is typically codified in artifacts and used for coordination, whereas
personal and group mechanisms involve direct interactions between humans,
either as individuals or as a team. In large-scale agile frameworks, coordina-
tion is supported by several mechanisms: for instance, by backlogs that help
to coordinate activities for the coming iteration, face-to-face communication
and planning meetings, or specialized roles (e.g., architects) that coordinate
concerns across team borders (see Section 1.1.1).
1.1.3 Knowledge Management
Shared knowledge is needed to support coordination, both in the form of dy-
namic, fleeting knowledge, as well as long-lasting knowledge [11, 36]. Knowl-
edge is understood as the most abstract layer in the hierarchy of data, informa-
tion, and knowledge [37]. In the field of knowledge management, researchers
distinguish between tacit, implicit, and explicit knowledge [38]. Tacit knowl-
edge defies codification and cannot easily be expressed. Implicit knowledge
can be codified in knowledge artifacts, however, its meaning is not explicitly
captured, but can be inferred by the reader. Explicit knowledge is captured
in knowledge artifacts with clearly defined semantics and its meaning can be
transferred between people.
Knowledge management can be used to coordinate an organization with
the goal of providing value through reuse and innovation:
Knowledge management is the deliberate and systematic coordina-
tion of an organization’s people, technology, processes, and organi-
zational structure in order to add value through reuse and innova-
tion. This coordination is achieved through creating, sharing, and
applying knowledge as well as through feeding the valuable lessons
learned and best practices into corporate memory in order to foster
continued organizational learning. (Kimiz Dalkir [39])
In agile environments, tacit knowledge plays an essential role [40]. Typically,
face-to-face meetings are used to exchange tacit knowledge. In large-scale
agile development, it is not feasible to only rely on this form of knowledge
management. To this end, artifacts are instrumental in managing knowledge
in software engineering and agile software development [41,42]. An artifact is
“a self-contained work result, having a context-specific purpose and constituting
a physical representation, a syntactic structure and a semantic content” [42].
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For instance, a handwritten sketch of an architecture model, a text document
containing requirements, or a file containing C code can be artifacts. Arti-
facts have specific types and typically, versions of artifacts are created and
controlled in specialized tools. Artifacts and documentation are needed for
record-keeping and coordination between separate development teams in large-
scale agile development [43] and traceability between these artifacts needs to
be established and managed [42].
Knowledge management cycles have been suggested and extended over the
last decades [39]. They use different terms and have different focus areas, but
typically include the main areas of capturing knowledge, sharing it in an orga-
nization, using it, and assessing whether new knowledge should be captured.
In the following, we introduce Dalkir’s integrated knowledge management cy-
cle [39], depicted in Figure 1.1. The capture and/or creation phase involves
identifying new or existing knowledge that will be codified in artifacts and
trace links between them. After having created or captured knowledge in arti-
facts and trace links, their content is assessed to identify what knowledge and
know-how are important to share. In the next step, knowledge is shared and
disseminated to relevant users. It involves making knowledge available and
searchable, establishing communities of practice that can share tacit knowl-
edge [39, 40], and creating official or unofficial knowledge networks. In many
organizations, the assumption exists that available knowledge will be used. To
be acquired and applied, knowledge needs to be contextualized. Contextual-
ization involves tailoring knowledge to particular disciplines and persons and
their information needs, so that people can leverage it. Finally, the artifacts
and trace links are updated based on gathered experiences from knowledge
acquisition and application and new knowledge is captured.
Knowledge management can be left up to individuals or be prescribed by
organizations to varying degrees. Balancing the fluid, dynamic and the insti-
tutional, controlled domains of knowledge management is a core challenge [44].
To maintain the right balance, just-enough-discipline (JED) is needed [45]. We
focus on the level of discipline, alignment, or rigor in Papers A and E.
Knowledge management and coordination can be studied from different
angles and are motivated by a variety of drivers [11, 46], e.g., task-related,
people-related, or organizational drivers. In the context of this thesis, we are
mainly interested in technology-related aspects (e.g., how to use collaborative
technologies and artifacts for knowledge sharing and coordination) and their
use for technical coordination of development activities [11, 46]. To this end,
we focus on traceability and boundary objects as facilitators of knowledge
management.
1.1.4 Traceability
Traceability is a powerful enabler of knowledge management [15, 47], as trace
links capture knowledge about relations between artifacts and can support
knowledge management activities (e.g., quickly identifying relevant knowledge
artifacts impacted by a proposed change). Software or systems traceability is
the ability to create and use links between artifacts [48]. These links are called
trace links and create a connection from a source artifact to a target artifact.
(Theoretically, also n:m trace links can exist, but we refer to 1:1 relations in this
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Knowledge Sharing and DisseminationKnowledge Capture and/or Creation
Knowledge Acquisition and Application
Assess
ContextualizeUpdate
Figure 1.1: An integrated knowledge management cycle [39]
thesis.) They can have types (e.g., “implements” or “tests”), can be versioned,
and used for several purposes. Change impact analysis, demonstration of
compliance with standards, coverage analysis, and dependency analysis are
common tasks that are supported by traceability [49]. Trace links need to be
created, maintained, and used by collaborating stakeholders.
Planning and managing a traceability strategy is necessary to ensure that
traceability is managed in a beneficial way [48]. Figure 1.2 shows the associated
activities: based on an identification of stakeholders’ needs, it is analyzed
what resources are needed and what cost and benefit of traceability can be
expected. Once the resources are allocated, a traceability information model
is defined, as well as processes and tooling. A traceability information model
(TIM) is a graph defining permissible artifact types, trace link types, and their
relationships. A TIM can also contain information regarding the cardinality
of the artifacts connected through a trace link, the direction of trace links,
trace link semantics, main creators, etc. After having planned the traceability
strategy, stakeholders implement the plan by creating, maintaining, and using
trace links in actual instances. Based on the instantiated data, it is assessed
whether the traceability strategy addresses stakeholders’ needs. Typically, the
described activities are executed in an ongoing cycle.
It should be noted that the described activities can be related to the inte-
grated knowledge management cycle described before (see Figure 1.1): knowl-
edge regarding traceability needs and resources is captured or created, then
an information model, processes, and tooling are planned for, created, shared,
and disseminated to inform stakeholders about the strategy, and finally, it is
acquired and applied in the implementation step and assessed to understand
the need for refinement.
More often than not, activities related to traceability require multiple stake-
Planning and Managing Traceability Strategy
Strategy and Knowledge Base
Assessing Implementing Planning
ResourcingDetermining Needs
Ongoing cycle
Traceability Information Model
...
Process definition, tooling
Figure 1.2: Planning and managing a traceability strategy, adapted from [48]
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holders. To this end, we define collaborative traceability management in Pa-
per A as “the collaborative planning, organization, and coordination of all tasks
concerned with traceability in multi-person projects across organizational, dis-
cipline, or tool boundaries.”
1.1.5 Boundary Objects
We make use of theoretical concepts from Actor-Network Theory [50,51] in this
thesis, as it helps to understand large-scale settings as an interdisciplinary net-
work of various actors and roles. Using actor-network theory is beneficial, as
“co-ordination is a strategic term that hints at the existence of a centred strate-
gist, someone with an overview” [52]—and this assumption does not always
hold in large companies. Instead, attempts to align and coordinate work are
initiated simultaneously by several actors.
Actor-network theory was first coined by Callon [50] and Latour [51]. It
is concerned with heterogeneous networks of human and non-human actors,
organizations, and standards. Actors have individual interests and use so-
called translations to consolidate their concerns. The end result of a successful
translation is that one actor serves as a “spokesman” for the concerns of a
group of actors [50]. Typically, multiple actors initiate translations at the
same time [19].
In a network of actors, certain artifacts emerge in situations where multiple
translations happen in parallel [19]. These artifacts are boundary objects and
they are used by different groups as a means of translation, but also enable
actors’ autonomy. The definition by Star and Griesemer is as follows:
Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt
to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing
them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across
sites. (Susan Leigh Star and James R. Griesemer [19])
The parties employing boundary objects are actors or organizational groups,
potentially with different disciplines and backgrounds. They are located at
different sites, not merely in the geographical sense, but also considering tem-
poral, cognitive, or psychological distance [53]. Being “plastic enough to adapt
to local needs” relates to the interpretive flexibility of boundary objects, which
allows different actors to freely interpret boundary objects and leverage them
for their purposes [54]. A “common identity across sites” implies a shared un-
derstanding of common aspects to agree on, e.g., concerning a system, organi-
zation, technology, processes, or other areas in which coordination is needed.
Boundary objects are a means of facilitating coordination with impersonal
communication [55].
In Paper A, we present additional aspects related to boundary objects
in large-scale agile development: vertical boundary objects are boundary ob-
jects that are used across engineering areas (e.g., function specification, analy-
sis, and design), whereas horizontal boundary objects are used between teams
working on the same level of abstraction and typically in the same phase (e.g.,
a signal used between two components developed by different teams). Humans
can feel tempted to devise boundary objects upfront [56] and create so-called
designated boundary objects, rather than boundary objects-in-use [57]. Ideally,
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boundary objects are traced to and from other artifacts, so that changes in a
boundary object can be propagated to others and a common understanding or
identity across team borders can be kept. In this thesis, we use the term “liv-
ing boundary objects” for boundary objects that are traced to other artifacts,
kept up to date, and serve for inter-team coordination.
1.1.6 SystemWeaver
This PhD project has been conducted in close collaboration with Systemite
AB, a company developing the systems engineering tool SystemWeaver1. It
is mainly used in automotive companies to support requirements engineering,
design, safety analysis, testing, and maintenance activities. SystemWeaver
can be customized to users’ needs, supported by an adjustable underlying
metamodel/information model, and customizable visualizations of data. Data
can be presented in reports, graphs, diagrams, tables, or export formats (e.g.,
ReqIF2). Moreover, SystemWeaver is a collaborative modeling platform that
allows teams to work together online and in real-time. Versions of artifacts and
trace links can be created in SystemWeaver. An artifact is either “in work”,
i.e., not yet stable, or at a specific version. Information is stored for each
creation and change, recording the user, date, and time. For each artifact,
a responsible owner is defined. In the metamodel, artifact types and trace
link types are specified. All trace links have a type and general relations can
be created using the type “reference.” SystemWeaver is used by thousands
of users at multiple companies. Several of these companies participated in
our studies and allowed us to collect empirical data. Moreover, this thesis
contributes to the conception of future tool solutions related to SystemWeaver,
as we present in Section 1.6.
1.2 Goals of the Thesis
In this section, we revisit the goals of this thesis. As stated in the introduction,
the main goal is to improve how practitioners can manage knowledge for inter-
team coordination in large-scale agile development. We address this goal by
providing empirical insights into the topic and exploring solutions to improve
how knowledge can be managed. The focus lies on explicit knowledge for
inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. Note that the scope
is limited to software and systems engineering teams and to the coordination
of development activities.
Our subgoal (G1) is to provide empirical insights into the current state of
knowledge management for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile devel-
opment. To this end, we answer the following research question:
RQ1: What is the current state of managing knowledge for inter-team coor-
dination in large-scale agile development?
Our subgoal (G2) is to explore solutions to support knowledge management
for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. We answer the
following research questions:
1https://systemweaver.se/
2https://www.omg.org/reqif/
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RQ2: What guidelines can help practitioners to manage knowledge for inter-
team coordination in large-scale agile development?
RQ3: How can tool solutions support practitioners to manage knowledge for
inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development?
While implicit or tacit knowledge plays a role in many of our studies, we
focus primarily on how knowledge is captured, shared, and traced in explicit
ways (using artifacts and trace links). In particular, we focus on artifacts
serving as boundary objects in large-scale agile organizations. With respect
to the current state (RQ1), we examine lifecycle phases of artifacts and trace
links, from their initial creation to changes, phases of stability, and depreca-
tion. We focus on how knowledge is captured and applied, what supporting
coordination mechanisms are used, how companies aim to align teams while
supporting diverse practices, and how individuals can be motivated to invest
in knowledge management. We investigate solution candidates in the form of
guidelines (ranging from rather abstract principles to concrete suggestions for
practices) and tool solutions (RQ2 and RQ3). Figure 1.3 shows how our six
papers provide answers to our main research questions. All papers contribute
to the analysis of the current state (RQ1). Papers A and B lay the foundation
for further studies in Papers C–F. Papers A–E present guidelines (RQ2) and
Papers A and F describe tool solutions (RQ3). In Section 1.4, we describe the
research approach and focus of our papers in further detail.
1.3 Related Work
As this PhD thesis covers a considerably broad topic, there exists a large body
of knowledge related to each of our research questions. We refer to the related
work sections of Papers A–F for details and provide an overview of related
work in this section.
The importance of using knowledge management for inter-team coordina-
tion has been stressed by previous research, since successful self-organizing
teams have well-functioning knowledge networks that allow them to share
knowledge across team borders [14, 58]. Moreover, previous studies have fo-
cused on the roles of communities of practice or guilds to share tacit knowl-
edge [59]. To complement these studies, we strengthen the focus on the role
of externalized knowledge in large-scale development [16], specifically on how
artifacts and trace links can be used to support inter-team coordination.
The role of team knowledge for coordination was studied in a geographically
Paper F: Flexible Traceability
Paper E: Requirements Inf. Models
Paper D: Interfaces
Paper C: Architecture Descriptions
RQ2: Guidelines
RQ1: Current State
RQ3: Tool Solutions
Paper B: Collaborative Traceability
Paper A: Artifacts
Figure 1.3: Thesis contributions and connections to main research questions
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distributed telecommunications company [11]. Several technical, temporal,
and process problems were found. The authors present the propositions that
shared knowledge of the team and shared knowledge of the task are beneficial
for coordination in software development. Similarly to this thesis, the study
focuses on knowledge management for coordination in large-scale software de-
velopment. Whereas the study’s focus lies on one geographically distributed
team, we focus on inter-team coordination between several agile teams.
Another related study focuses on artifacts in large-scale offshore software
development adopting agile methods [43]. Using the data of nine international
agile companies, an inventory of artifacts was created, including source code,
architecture standards, test criteria, and user stories. According to the author,
these artifacts act as boundary objects. Artifacts were mapped to the Scrum
of Scrums development process and to agile roles. A lack of agile ceremonies
was identified for the creation and refinement of architecture artifacts, risk
assessment, and test plans. In this thesis, we aim to provide guidance to prac-
titioners managing some of these artifacts in large-scale agile contexts. The
focus of this thesis is not limited to software development but also investigates
systems engineering concerns in large-scale agile development.
Traceability is an important enabler for stakeholders keeping track of con-
nections between artifacts, and can also support agile methods [60,61]. To the
best of our knowledge, the interplay between traceability and coordination or
collaboration has been mentioned by a few previous studies (e.g., [62]), but
not examined in depth. We also address the challenge of traceability manage-
ment across boundaries [63] in this thesis, as well as its potential to support
collaboration.
Externalized knowledge is commonly stored in tools that are used for inter-
team coordination in large-scale agile contexts. For instance, the project man-
agement tool Jira or instant messaging applications can be used to support
coordination [64]. It has been recommended to use application lifecycle man-
agement and product lifecycle management tool chains for large-scale agile
contexts [29] or to use a lightweight, semi-automatic tool infrastructure with
trace links between the product backlog, sprint backlog, tests, and other ar-
tifacts [65]. For architectural concerns, adequate tools required to manage
knowledge are missing in agile methods [26]. In the automotive domain, the
lack of configurable tools and the diversity of artifacts are challenges that
can potentially be addressed with the development of more flexible tools and
integrated tool platforms [66]. In this thesis, we contribute to a better under-
standing of what tooling is needed to support the management of knowledge
for inter-team coordination and present tool solutions that meet practitioners’
needs.
1.4 Research Approach
Software and systems engineering involves humans from several disciplines
that collaborate in the creative process of developing complex products [67].
Because of the substantial role that human behavior plays in these contexts,
software and systems engineering need to be studied with appropriate empirical
research methods [68] that are often inspired by methods used in sociology
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or psychology. The overall research approach used in this thesis has been
inspired by design science [69, 70]. Starting from industry’s problems and
needs, we sought to gather knowledge about the state of the practice. Next, we
created candidate solutions, evaluated them in cooperation with industry, and
further improved the solutions. While not all of our studies were focused design
science studies, they were all concerned with studying practical problems and
designing contributions that aim to improve how practitioners can manage
knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development.
1.4.1 Research Focus
In this section, we elaborate on our research focus. Figure 1.4 shows an
overview of the activities and contributions of this thesis. The approach shows
activities of design science [69] in columns: Problem identification and design
and development of solutions. In the remainder of this section, we describe
the focus areas of our problem identification and solution development, as well
as the evaluation methods we used.
1. Foundation
Problem identification
2. Flexible traceability
4. Requirements engineering
3. Architecture
Interfaces
Requirements
information
models (RIMs)
Traceability
and trace links
information models
Living
boundary
objects
Suggestions for
practices to
manage interfaces
Suggestions for
managing RIMs
OADI
traceability
cycle of
Requirements
flexible tooling
for
Pa
pe
r F
Pa
pe
r C
Pa
pe
r D
Pa
pe
r E Life-
of RIMs
cycle
Architecture
descriptions
GuidelinesCharacteristics
of
inconsistencies
Design and development of solutions
Traceability
collaboration
and
Artifacts in
engineering
agile systems
Principles of collaborative
traceability
management
Conceptualization:
Boundary objects in agile
systems engineering
Tool
practices
Guide-
lines
Practices
challenges
and
Pa
pe
r B
Pa
pe
r A
motivated
studies
on
Figure 1.4: Research approach of this thesis, based on design science [69]
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The rows in Figure 1.4 show Papers A–F, which were used to communicate
our findings. The rows are grouped into four parts: Foundation, flexible trace-
ability, architecture, and requirements engineering. The white boxes inside
the “problem identification” column indicate investigated aspects of knowledge
management for inter-team coordination and white boxes inside “design and
development of contributions” show developed solutions. Papers A and B lay
the foundation to motivate further studies on specific themes, as shown in gray
boxes in the leftmost part of the figure. The themes are “change throughout
the lifecycle”, “alignment and diversity”, and “quality.” Overall, the findings
contribute to an in-depth understanding of problems, present solutions and
contributions, and help to address our high-level thesis goal: to improve how
practitioners can manage knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale
agile development. In the following, we briefly describe the four parts and the
included contributions.
1. Foundation: Laying the foundation for our investigation of knowledge
management for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development, Pa-
pers A and B focus on artifacts in agile systems engineering, as well as trace-
ability and collaboration. For both, we investigate practices and challenges.
The created artifacts and contributions are tool practices, guidelines, a con-
ceptualization of boundary objects in agile systems engineering, as well as
principles of collaborative traceability management. The findings were eval-
uated using a survey (Paper A) and member checking (Paper B), as well as
using subsequent studies. Papers A and B motivated further studies on change
throughout the lifecycle, as we identified the need to change artifacts and trace
links over time and ensure that knowledge management practices fit the spe-
cific needs of practitioners at different points in time. Moreover, the quality
of trace links and artifacts was found to be important. Another aspect was
the challenge of balancing alignment and diversity of knowledge management
practices, i.e., how standardized or aligned practices should be and how flexi-
bly empowered teams should select and design diverse methods in large-scale
agile development.
2. Flexible traceability: This part was motivated by the identified prob-
lems and suggested contributions in Papers A and B; in particular, by the
importance of distinguishing between boundary objects and locally relevant
artifacts (Paper A), as well as maintaining a high level of trace link qual-
ity throughout the lifecycle (Paper B). Paper F investigates how traceability
strategies can be refined over time, supported by configurable traceability in-
formation models that distinguish between different organizational scopes of
trace links and artifacts (from intra-team to inter-organizational levels). We
present the OADI cycle of traceability as an outcome of our problem inves-
tigation. The OADI cycle consists of the phases Observe (O), Assess (A),
Design (D), and Implement (I) and describes how traceability strategies and
concrete trace links are evolved over time. As part of the solutions, we describe
requirements for flexible tooling that takes adjustable data quality levels into
account and coin the concept of “living boundary objects.”
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3. Architecture: Our analysis of artifacts in Paper A resulted in an iden-
tified need to study architecture-related artifacts, how they change over time,
and how they can be kept consistent with other artifacts. We investigate ar-
chitecture descriptions in Paper C, especially with a focus on inconsistencies.
The contributions are guidelines that we evaluated using a survey. One of the
identified types of inconsistencies was concerned with interfaces, which is what
we focus on in Paper D. We investigate dimensions impacting the stability of
interfaces, as well as categories of interfaces according to the dimensions. Our
contributions are suggestions for practices to manage interfaces in large-scale
agile development.
4. Requirements engineering: In Paper A, we identified the difficulty of
supporting aligned, standardized practices, as well as diverse practices that
are tailored to the needs of different teams. This challenge arises especially
in large-scale agile environments in which the development of an integrated
product can benefit from aligned practices, while empowered and autonomous
agile teams perceive a need for diverse, team-specific practices. In Paper E,
we investigate alignment and diversity in large-scale agile requirements engi-
neering using requirements information models (RIMs). We scrutinize how
RIMs can be refined throughout their lifecycles to support aligned and diverse
requirements engineering practices. We contribute suggestions for managing
RIMs that were evaluated using a survey.
1.4.2 Research Methods
In several studies, we investigated the current state of knowledge management
for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development and proposed so-
lutions to improve how practitioners can manage knowledge. To this end, we
selected a variety of empirical research methods. An overview of the papers
with their research methods and data sources is shown in Table 1.1. In this
section, we describe several potential research methods and elaborate on the
reasons to select a subset of those for our empirical studies.
Controlled experiments are suitable when researchers are interested in cor-
relations or causalities between variables. One or more independent variables
are changed and effects on dependent variables are measured [68]. Experiments
are appropriate when the complexity of what should be studied can be reduced
to a limited number of variables and be conducted in a laboratory setting. Our
research questions (Section 1.2) are description questions and design questions
concerned with practical issues. We are convinced that the topic of knowl-
edge management for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development
needs to be investigated in its actual context, considering surrounding factors
of organizations, their employees, cultures, and other influencing factors. For
this reason, we opted against performing a controlled experiment.
Case studies have proven beneficial when “the boundaries between phe-
nomenon and context are not clearly evident” [71] and were conducted in the
studies reported in Papers B, D, and F. In Paper B, we used a multiple ex-
ploratory case study, collecting data from multiple cases (i.e., 15 industrial
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Table 1.1: Included papers with their research methods
Paper Research
method
Data sources Companies
A Design science
study
11 interviewees, 17 and 25
focus group participants,
31 survey respondents,
development data
6 automotive
companies
B Multiple case
study
24 interviewees 15 industrial
projects,
several
domains
C Surveys 93 and 72 survey respondents ≥ 27, several
domains
D Case study 12 interviewees 1 automotive
OEM
E Mixed methods
approach
11 interviewees, 19 survey
respondents, tool data and
documentation
3 automotive
companies, 1
tool supplier
F Case study 6 interviewees, tool data,
documentation
Focus on 1
automotive
supplier
projects). Case studies allowed us to get deep insights into knowledge man-
agement for inter-team coordination by investigating a small sample of cases,
considering contextual factors related to individuals and organizations.
Survey research is performed to collect data from a more representative
sample in a standardized way. Using surveys, a larger amount of data can be
collected more easily than when conducting individual interviews with practi-
tioners. We used surveys in Paper C to investigate how companies deal with
architecture descriptions and inconsistencies. Our design science study in Pa-
per A and our study using a mixed methods approach in Paper E also included
surveys to validate research findings.
Ethnographies can be used to study a phenomenon over time in the nat-
ural setting of a culture group. Ethnographic studies stem from sociology
and anthropology and are mostly used to study human behavior in its natural
context [72]. Researchers act as participant-observers and engage with the
environment under study. Ethnographic studies are difficult to arrange and
an appropriate context must exist. We conducted one ethnographic study in
the course of the PhD studies and refer the interested reader to the publica-
tion [73] (Paper d).
Action research is concerned with observing a certain context with a prob-
lem and trying to solve the problem by introducing change using concrete
actions [68]. It requires researchers to collaborate with a problem owner pre-
senting an authentic problem. Action research is appropriate when the focus
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lies on actively improving a situation and observing the effects. It would have
been interesting to conduct an action research study on knowledge manage-
ment for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. To perform
an action research study, an authentic context needs to be in place, collabora-
tors need to be willing to introduce a change in that context, and the subjectiv-
ity when observing and analyzing the effects of an action need to be mitigated.
Design science was used to inspire the overall research approach of this
thesis, as well as for a focused design science study in Paper A. Design sci-
ence is similar to action research in the sense that the researcher deals with
an authentic context, aims to solve a problem, and evaluates solutions to the
problem. However, rather than on the actions themselves and the observation
of the effects, the focus lies on the creation of a design artifact in several itera-
tions [70]. Typically, the researcher does not actively intervene and introduce
change, but rather studies the context and design artifact. The environment
(including people, organizations, and technology) is understood, problems and
objectives are identified, and a design artifact is developed and evaluated. Sev-
eral iterations of these activities can be carried out. We used the design science
approach in Paper A and created practical guidelines as the design artifact.
Mixed methods research combines the potential of multiple research meth-
ods [74]. Methods can be combined in sequential or concurrent designs and
can have an exploratory or explanatory focus. While mixed methods research
gives researchers a more complete picture of the phenomenon under study,
it is challenging to extensively collect, analyze, and triangulate the required
data [68,75]. We used a sequential design in Paper E, making use of data from
interviews, surveys, tool data, and documentation.
As described in this section, we use a variety of research methods in this
thesis, including quantitative and qualitative ones. The selection of methods
indicates that diverse skills and methodical knowledge to conduct research
have been acquired in the course of this PhD project.
The findings of the included publications contributed to our overall re-
search goal and main findings of this thesis. To synthesize our findings, we
followed a thematic synthesis approach [76]. Thematic analysis can be used to
identify and analyze research findings from different studies and create higher-
order themes to report on. In our thematic analysis, we extracted data from
Papers A–F to summarize their aims, contexts, and findings (see Section 1.5).
The data was coded with an editing approach, starting with a priori codes that
reflected the thesis’ research questions (“current state”, “guidelines”, and “tool
solutions”). Codes were added, refined, grouped, and reviewed to arrive at
themes. On paper, we created a mind map of themes, indicated relationships
between them, and ensured that we kept track of which studies contributed
to which themes. We further analyzed themes to arrive at the higher-order
themes and main findings reported in Section 1.6. Thematic synthesis is a
flexible method and works with heterogeneous evidence types, but its lack of
transparency is a potentially challenging issue [77]. To improve transparency,
we aimed to establish a chain of evidence by indicating how research papers
contributed to the respective themes in Section 1.6.
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1.4.3 Threats to Validity
The research approach we used in this thesis possesses several strengths and
weaknesses. A strength is that the underlying studies were conducted in close
collaboration with industry and are relevant for practitioners. They allowed
us to study knowledge management for inter-team coordination in depth and
in the specific contexts of companies. Based on a foundation focusing on ar-
tifacts, traceability, and collaboration, we further investigated areas we iden-
tified as important in the context of knowledge management for inter-team
coordination in large-scale agile development, i.e., flexible traceability, archi-
tectural knowledge, and requirements engineering. The developed solutions in
Papers A, B, C, and E were evaluated using surveys or other member check-
ing techniques. For Papers D and F, the suggested solutions have only been
informally evaluated with collaborating companies. Moreover, further studies
are needed to evaluate tool practices and requirements for flexible tooling in
realistic contexts.
A potential risk to this industrial PhD project is concerned with the role
and influence of Systemite AB, the collaborating company. Being a tool
provider of the systems engineering tool SystemWeaver which is used in large-
scale agile companies, Systemite has been interested in the performed studies
and their findings. From the beginning, stakeholders in the company artic-
ulated this interest, but stressed that they did not intend to influence the
research agenda. This decision was facilitated by the fact that it was not
the company funding the PhD project, but a foundation. Moreover, we did
not study practices at Systemite AB, but rather at customers or other col-
laborating companies. The employment was set up in a way that 80% of the
time was reserved for research activities. On average, at least three days a
week were spent at Chalmers University of Technology. We were involved in
a dialog regarding the research goals together with academic and industrial
supervisors and the examiner. Throughout the course of this PhD project, it
was ensured that the publication of findings could happen in an independent
way and without any delay enforced by the company. The close collaboration
with academic researchers helped to mitigate potential issues.
With the presented strengths and weaknesses in mind, we now present
threats to validity. Detailed threats to validity are described in the respec-
tive sections of our papers. Several of our studies examine industrial cases in
depth with qualitative approaches, but we also use quantitative approaches
as complementary methods. We discuss threats to validity for case study re-
search [67], but also threats that arise when combining qualitative and quan-
titative methods [75].
Internal Validity: Internal validity refers to causal relations and potentially
influencing factors that we were unaware of, but influenced the findings. For
instance, in Paper E, we collected factors motivating the need for alignment
and diversity and could have potentially missed relevant factors. To mitigate
threats to internal validity or credibility, we aimed to provide contextual in-
formation and authentically report on the findings using rich descriptions [75].
Posing open questions in an exploratory fashion helped us to investigate knowl-
edge management for inter-team coordination from a broad perspective. More-
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over, we used follow-up questions in interviews and focus groups to better un-
derstand participants’ explanations and potential confounding factors. In our
surveys, we were limited to predefined questions, but added comment fields to
capture additional aspects. Using peer debriefing was another mechanism of
making sure that we discussed influencing factors [67].
Furthermore, we mitigated threats to internal validity by triangulating
data and combining quantitative and qualitative methods. We used several
methods in our design science study (Paper A) and in our mixed methods
study (Paper E), which allowed us to gather rich data from a variety of sources
and validate our findings.
Construct Validity: This aspect of validity refers to whether our measures
are adequate to capture the concepts, theories, and constructs we intend to
study [67]. When investigating how knowledge is managed for inter-team
coordination in large-scale agile development, many terms are used that can
be understood in various ways, e.g., artifacts or traceability. Whenever several
domains and disciplines are involved, it can be challenging to ensure that
a common understanding of such terms is created. We aimed to mitigate
this threat using an initial introduction of relevant terms in the interviews
we conducted and by starting surveys with short explanations of basic terms
and concepts. Being employed as an industrial PhD student at a tool supplier
company, we could gain in-depth insights into practices and typical terms used
for concepts in industry in a prolonged engagement [67].
External Validity: External validity is concerned with the generalizability
of our findings and the degree to which our findings are transferable to other
companies, individuals, and situations than the ones studied in this thesis [67].
Our case studies focus on the in-depth and thick descriptions of individual
cases, rather than on having broad generalizability [78]. Companies that are
located in different places, have employees with different backgrounds, or use
different tools might have different experiences and challenges. For some stud-
ies, external validity is higher, as more companies and individuals have been
involved. Our exploratory study in Paper B was conducted together with 24
individuals from 15 industrial projects in two countries and gives indications of
how traceability management is generally conducted. In the surveys reported
in Paper C, 93 and 72 participants from different domains participated.
To improve transferability, we carefully described the characteristics and
contextual factors of our participating companies and projects [78]. These de-
scriptions can help readers to reflect on whether the findings could be valid
also for other cases. Some of our studies were conducted with automotive
companies, a domain that comes with particularly challenging characteristics
(e.g., due to the variety of involved disciplines, heterogeneous functions, im-
portant quality attributes, and OEM-supplier relationships [79]). We cannot
claim transferability of those findings to other domains, but expect that large-
scale agile contexts with less challenging characteristics can make use of those
contributions and adjust them to their needs.
Reliability: Reliability is concerned with whether the findings, data, and
analyses are consistent with what should be measured or whether they de-
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pend on specific researchers. To improve the replicability of our studies, we
made our instruments available (e.g., interview guides, survey questions, and
documentation of our analysis methods). Moreover, we aimed for high trans-
parency and consistency regarding the chain of evidence of our research find-
ings. We use quotes and state the roles of participants to make the deduction
of research findings more transparent. Member checking helped us to check
whether we had correctly understood our participants’ statements and validate
our research findings.
While we aimed to describe our research methods in detail, the analysis
of qualitative data using coding was one of the activities that are researcher-
dependent. We illustrated our coding approach by giving examples and pro-
viding our analysis guides in Papers A and B.
Peer debriefing was another mechanism to improve reliability and make
sure that our methods were less dependent on individual researchers. The
input gathered from peer debriefing allowed us to phrase statements in a more
unambiguous way.
1.5 Contributions of the Thesis
Our contributions are included in the six papers attached to this thesis. As
described in Section 1.4, our overall research approach was based on design
science: we identified problems, designed and developed solutions, and evalu-
ated them. In the following, we present the underlying research questions and
findings of the papers and stress the papers’ relations to the overall goal: to
improve how practitioners can manage knowledge for inter-team coordination
in large-scale agile development.
1.5.1 Paper A: Artifacts in Agile Systems Engineering
In Paper A, we lay the foundation for subsequent studies by analyzing how
knowledge is currently managed and providing initial solutions to improve how
practitioners can manage knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale
agile development. As more and more large-scale companies adopt agile meth-
ods, they aim to reduce unnecessary documentation and optimize knowledge
management practices [80, 81]. Explicit knowledge is commonly manifested
in artifacts. Some artifacts are used to externalize knowledge for inter-team
coordination, whereas others are created as a by-product of development ac-
tivities of an individual or a smaller team. Focusing on artifacts and their
roles for inter-team coordination in this paper helped us understand current
practices and give guidance to practitioners managing knowledge in large-scale
agile development.
Related work proclaimed the need for more research to give guidance to
practitioners on what artifacts are needed and how to manage them in large-
scale agile development [17]. We collaborated with six automotive companies
to scrutinize how artifacts are managed in practice, what challenges occur, and
how practitioners could be supported by guidelines and tooling. The study’s
research questions and contributions are:
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RQA-1: What are practices to manage artifacts in agile automotive systems
engineering?
RQA-2: What practical challenges exist with managing systems engineering
artifacts in agile automotive contexts?
RQA-3: How can the management of systems engineering artifacts in agile
automotive contexts be supported by a systems engineering tool?
Guidelines: Guidelines to manage artifacts in agile systems engineering were
the design artifacts we created using our design science approach.
Answering RQA-1, we developed an inventory of artifacts in agile auto-
motive systems engineering. In automotive companies, systems’ lifecycles are
typically long and knowledge needs to be permanently retained. In this paper,
we distinguish between boundary objects (used for inter-team coordination
and to create a shared understanding across team borders) and locally rele-
vant artifacts (used within a team).
Some of the identified artifacts are candidates for boundary objects: archi-
tecture models and descriptions, high-level requirements, and variability infor-
mation. These artifacts are often spread throughout several tools and systems,
represented in several formats, and created at different points in time.
Moreover, we identified locally relevant artifacts that are managed within
the scope of an agile team, i.e., documentation, low-level requirements and
tests, Simulink models, and signal databases. Locally relevant artifacts are
created, maintained, and used within an agile team. Documentation, low-level
requirements, and tests are created by team members in text form or code.
Simulink models and signal databases are prescriptive artifacts and required
to be consistent so that the developed system works as intended.
We found that our participants face challenges with the trade-off between
diversity and alignment of teams, degradation of artifacts, a mix of plan-driven
and agile methods, deciding what artifacts one should regard as important,
high staff turnover, and different locations and backgrounds (RQA-2).
We suggested several practices to manage artifacts in a systems engineer-
ing tool (RQA-3). To identify boundary objects, trace links between artifacts
can be analyzed: artifacts traced to by artifacts owned by different teams are
candidates for boundary objects. High trace link quality is essential to sup-
port this way of identifying boundary objects. Boundary objects should be
managed with care, as they play a crucial role for inter-team coordination.
They should be kept recognizable for users, which can be supported by visu-
alization features. Moreover, change management mechanisms for boundary
objects are beneficial and it is recommended to keep boundary objects as sta-
ble as possible. For locally relevant artifacts, we suggest managing them with
lightweight processes, making them reusable, and leveraging data export and
code generation features.
Our guidelines recommend identifying artifacts, deciding on a strategy on
a high level, and evaluating artifacts’ relevance and usage at frequent intervals.
Coordination mechanisms around boundary objects should involve represen-
tatives from different teams who create initial boundary objects upfront with
a lightweight approach. Locally relevant artifacts should be produced as late
as possible and be made reusable. Traceability to boundary objects is crucial
to support change propagation.
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Following these guidelines, practitioners can distinguish between knowledge
that is central for stakeholders from different teams (i.e., boundary objects)
and knowledge that can be flexibly managed within a team. With bespoke
approaches and activities to manage these types of knowledge, inter-team co-
ordination can be more easily supported and empowered teams can manage
intra-team knowledge in a flexible and agile way.
1.5.2 Paper B: Collaborative Traceability Management
Traceability is an important enabler of knowledge management and supports
several knowledge management activities, as we described in Section 1.1.4. A
recognized challenge with traceability management is to deal with large-scale
development contexts involving multiple stakeholders that need to collabo-
rate [63]. In Paper B, we focus on the interplay between collaboration and
traceability, so that both can be improved to support knowledge management
for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. We approach the
topic from the angles of organization, process, and culture, and analyze how
characteristics of the development effort influence traceability management
and collaboration.
Concretely, we focus on the following research questions:
RQB-1: What are practitioners’ challenges with collaboration in traceability
management?
RQB-2: How can traceability management support collaboration?
RQB-3: How does collaboration relate to different approaches of traceability
management?
RQB-4: What characteristics of the development effort influence traceability
management and collaboration?
To collect data, we conducted 24 semi-structured interviews with prac-
titioners from 15 industrial cases in Germany and Sweden. We categorized
identified challenges (RQB-1) into those related to collaboration across tool or
organizational boundaries, those related to common goals and responsibilities,
and challenges related to trace link maintenance. The latter category includes
issues concerned with trace link quality, as well as change propagation and
notification. In situations in which these challenges occur, traceability and
collaboration typically exacerbate each other.
We also identified opportunities and ways to support collaboration with
traceability management (RQB-2). Traceability management can facilitate
communication in a distributed environment, support inter-disciplinary engi-
neering, provide mechanisms to explicitly document decisions, and establish
new incentives for stakeholders that create trace links to receive information.
Moreover, we identified three approaches to traceability management that
address collaboration in different ways (RQB-3). Requirements-centered trace-
ability management is common whenever formal approaches to collaboration
are needed and customer-supplier relationships play a role. Developer-driven
traceability management focuses on tracking issues or tickets and commits.
Collaboration is typically more informal and occurs in smaller agile teams.
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Mixed approaches combine requirements-centered and developer-driven trace-
ability management and rely on formal and informal collaboration.
We further analyzed what characteristics of the development effort influ-
ence traceability management and collaboration (RQB-4). These characteris-
tics are most prominently observable in the underlying development paradigms
and the rigor of following them. With rigor, we refer to how consequently a
traceability strategy is defined and followed. Rigorous cases systematically
establish and maintain traceability, independently of whether they follow agile
or plan-driven paradigms. Less rigorous cases report more challenges, espe-
cially with respect to trace link quality, but also with respect to collaboration
across boundaries.
This paper proposes four principles of collaborative traceability manage-
ment: First, to put stakeholders’ information needs and goals of traceability
at the center and select lightweight, developer-driven or formal, requirements-
centered approaches, depending on the identified needs. The second principle
is to balance the effort and benefit of traceability management per role. Third,
practitioners require mechanisms to enable change propagation and notifica-
tion across boundaries. The fourth principle is to strive for a rigorous culture
with respect to traceability maintenance. These principles support manag-
ing traceability-related knowledge, so that coordination between teams can be
facilitated. Following these principles is crucial to support knowledge man-
agement for inter-team coordination, especially in large-scale development. In
Paper F, we stress that living boundary objects should be traced to and from
other artifacts, which can be supported by the proposed principles of collabo-
rative traceability management.
1.5.3 Paper C: Architecture Descriptions
Architecture models and descriptions can potentially serve as boundary ob-
jects, as we identified in Paper A. Paper C aims to study architecture de-
scriptions in further detail. In agile environments, the architecture of systems
evolves over time [82] and architectural concerns need to be coordinated be-
tween agile teams. In Paper C, we focus especially on architectural knowledge
for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development, how it is typically
managed, and how practices can be improved. In practice, not all architecture
descriptions actually serve as living boundary objects and are used by agile
teams as intended by their producers [83]. As a consequence, inconsistencies
emerge between architecture descriptions and code, as well as between multiple
architecture descriptions. However, more empirical research was needed to in-
vestigate how inconsistencies arise [84]. To this end, our research questions are:
RQC-1: What are the types, reasons, and consequences of architectural in-
consistencies?
RQC-2: How do architecture descriptions and their relation to the implemen-
tation change over time?
RQC-3: What are guidelines to support practitioners with the management
of architecture descriptions?
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We conducted two surveys to answer our research questions. With re-
spect to RQC-1, we found that inconsistencies typically arise due to broken
rules, constraints, patterns, guidelines, inconsistent wording and language, or
interface specifications not being followed in the implementation. According
to our respondents, there are several reasons for inconsistencies, e.g., lack of
time, lack of knowledge, wrong assumptions, or lack of communication. The
reported reasons point to the issue that architecture descriptions are not con-
sidered useful by all stakeholders. Consequences of inconsistencies are typically
observable late in the lifecycle, e.g., during maintenance.
We found that architecture descriptions and their relation to the imple-
mentation change over time (RQC-2). Our respondents stated that an initial
description of the architecture should be refined with emerging elements dur-
ing development and design. Consistency becomes a more central issue during
development and design. Whereas some respondents stated that the archi-
tecture description should describe the current state of a system or software,
others reported that the future architecture should be described. Both time
perspectives appear relevant, but should not be mixed.
We presented six guidelines (RQC-3) to manage architecture descriptions:
[a] State the purpose and audience to define the level of abstraction and
inclusion criteria.
[b] Distinguish between the present and future perspectives.
[c] Minimize the number of elements in the upfront architecture and include
elements that are relevant across team boundaries.
[d] Assess decisions in the description of the future architecture in commu-
nities of practice.
[e] Integrate architects into the teams to understand emerging aspects.
[f] Use one source of information and make it traceable.
With these guidelines, architecture descriptions can be established as living
boundary objects that are kept up to date and support coordination between
teams. When managed appropriately, architecture descriptions can thus con-
tribute to supporting knowledge management for inter-team coordination.
1.5.4 Paper D: Interfaces for Agile Architecting
Interfaces are important elements in architecture descriptions and their coor-
dination is key for successful agile architecting [80]. Practitioners need ap-
propriate solutions to manage interface-related knowledge and support coor-
dination between teams. Interface-related knowledge affects how development
teams coordinate activities, perform integration of components and subsys-
tems, and gain a shared understanding of the system to be developed. Agile
teams need interfaces that constitute “islands of stability” [26], which enable
them to autonomously work on their parts of a system. Paper D focuses on
how interface-related knowledge is managed to support coordination between
teams. We aim to investigate how interfaces are changed over time and what
dimensions impact stability. Our research questions are as follows:
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RQD-1: What dimensions impact how interfaces in agile automotive contexts
are changed and how are the dimensions related?
RQD-2: What categories of interfaces exist in the context of agile systems
engineering with respect to the dimensions?
RQD-3: To what degree does an interface’s category change over time in agile
automotive contexts?
Based on semi-structured interviews with employees of an automotive OEM,
we derived eight dimensions impacting how interfaces are changed (RQD-1).
Stability of interfaces is a central dimension of interfaces and typically, the
time to perform a change leads to interfaces being kept stable. The levels of
abstraction and criticality also typically imply higher stability of interfaces.
Moreover, changes take more time the more components use an interface, as
the distance to affected parties is typically higher and coordination requires
more time and effort. Also, the maturity of affected functions and the position
in an interface’s lifecycle generally increase an interface’s stability.
We derived three categories of interfaces based on the dimensions (RQD-2).
Commodity interfaces are used between mature components and are charac-
terized by high stability and a long time to perform a change. On the other
extreme, there exist early stage interfaces that are still under prototype de-
velopment and between teams with a short distance. Finally, we investigated
central vehicle interfaces, that are very stable and affect teams across a large
distance. Due to the high criticality and number of affected components, they
are difficult to change and require strict coordination mechanisms.
Typically, dimensions rather increase than decrease (RQD-3)—and inter-
faces become more stable, used by more components, become more critical,
and take more time to change. Interfaces typically reach a “point of increased
stability”, where change becomes more complicated.
We present five suggestions for practices to manage interfaces and support
coordination between agile teams. In total, they contributed to our overall
goal of supporting knowledge management for inter-team coordination. We
recommend selecting what interfaces need to be managed centrally and leave
early stage interfaces up to the teams. As soon as the lack of stability impedes
that teams can work autonomously, stakeholders with architecture expertise
should be involved to establish interfaces that set the boundaries. Interfaces
should be kept as abstract and generally applicable as possible. Moreover,
we suggest assessing them in smaller groups in early stages. Central vehicle
interfaces require controlled change mechanisms and a strategy for versioning,
as they typically affect multiple teams whose concerns need to be coordinated
whenever a change should be performed.
1.5.5 Paper E: Alignment and Diversity of Requirements
Engineering Practices
In large-scale organizations, several stakeholders and groups work with re-
quirements engineering and need to weave the consolidated requirements into
a “coherent story” [85]. Knowledge needs to be managed to support the es-
tablishment of requirements engineering practices and inter-team coordination
around them. Attempts have been made to create company-wide methods for
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requirements engineering and align practices [86], but also to support diversity
and customized practices [73, 87]. Aligned requirements engineering practices
facilitate the establishment of general, centrally organized coordination mech-
anisms, whereas diverse practices are required to meet the needs of interdisci-
plinary and heterogeneous teams. Requirements information models (RIMs)
represent what entity types of information with what relationships and con-
straints should be created to capture requirements-related knowledge. RIMs
are used to specify what knowledge is captured, which in turn facilitates inter-
team coordination around requirements engineering practices. Our goal is to
analyze how the balance of alignment and diversity is and can be supported
by RIMs, as captured in the following research questions:
RQE-1: What are reasons to balance alignment and diversity of RE practices
in large-scale automotive companies?
RQE-2: How do RIMs enable the balance of alignment and diversity of RE
practices in large-scale automotive companies?
RQE-3: What actions can be observed when large-scale automotive compa-
nies balance alignment and diversity using their RIMs?
RQE-4: What are suggestions for managing RIMs to balance alignment and
diversity of RE practices?
We found that alignment is needed to facilitate integration, establish a com-
mon language, increase the quality of requirements, and adhere to standards
(RQE-1). Diversity is required to support the needs of various disciplines,
different methods, natures of functions, and elicitation practices.
RIMs support alignment by allowing to specify common entity types, re-
lationships, attributes, consistency checks, maturity levels, and Definition of
Done criteria (RQE-2). On the other hand, diversity is enabled by support-
ing generic relationships, the creation of subtypes, free text fields, and several
ways of organizing backlogs and projects.
With respect to actions to balance alignment and diversity (RQE-3), we
observed that practitioners carefully relate the lifecycle of the RIM and the
lifecycles of concrete requirements instantiations. The lifecycle of concrete
requirements requires diversity in early phases, but alignment especially as
the product is released. Alignment is typically ensured by adding consistency
checks, whereas practitioners support diversity by evolving the RIM based on
observed needs when working with concrete requirements.
We suggest involving key stakeholders, establishing a common and aligned
structure on a high level and diversity on a lower level, and evaluating changes
to a RIM with a small group of users (RQE-4). Separate requirement types
or attributes are beneficial for requirements with special procedures. It should
be possible to create minimal information first and fill in details later on. The
RIM should be kept as general as possible and stakeholders should rely on
training and communication rather than on too strong restrictions. Inter-team
coordination can be facilitated if a RIM is managed with sufficiently aligned
and diverse practices. RIMs create a shared understanding of requirements
engineering practices that can be leveraged to coordinate activities around
integration, standards, or quality assurance. At the same time, a balance
between alignment and diversity allows agile teams to be empowered and use
methods that support their individual needs.
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1.5.6 Paper F: Flexible Traceability
Traceability is a potential facilitator of knowledge management for inter-team
coordination, as trace links capture important knowledge about how artifacts
from different organizational groups are related. Many existing traceability
management approaches neglect the fact that practitioners’ needs change over
time and depend on the organizational groups involved in managing particular
trace links. Traceability information models (TIMs), as well as other parts of
the traceability strategy, have to fulfill stakeholders’ needs [88]. In this paper,
we present how traceability can be evolved over time to support inter-team
coordination and stakeholders’ changing needs. Concretely, we focus on
F-1: what characteristics trace links with different organizational scopes have—
from intra-team to inter-organizational trace links,
F-2: how traceability strategies and practices were established and tailored
over time at an automotive supplier, and
F-3: requirements to create flexible tool solutions that support evolving trace-
ability needs.
Over the course of three years, we followed the development of the trace-
ability strategy and practices at the automotive supplier Zenuity. We found
a crucial difference between trace links used within a team and trace links
that are used across team borders. Lightweight coordination approaches were
leveraged for trace links between artifacts created and used in the same team,
whereas more rigid and formal approaches were used for larger organizational
distances (F-1). For instance, intra-team links could be flexibly changed in
face-to-face meetings, whereas links to customer requirements were formally
versioned and kept as stable as possible. Trace links between artifacts on the
same level of abstraction (e.g., between two components) were managed more
flexibly than trace links connecting artifacts on different levels of abstraction
(e.g., trace links from design artifacts to functional requirements).
We describe the OADI cycle of traceability (F-2) to explain how traceabil-
ity was established and tailored over time, starting with observing (O) and
assessing (A) current practices and practitioners’ needs. In later iterations,
quality checks were used to assess how the TIM was instantiated and used. As
technological or business changes were performed, artifacts evolved and poten-
tially became boundary objects. For instance, at some point, a redesign of the
architecture resulted in intra-team signals becoming boundary objects. The
gathered information was used to design (D) and implement (I) changes to
the traceability strategy. For example, the TIM was redesigned to improve de-
coupling between artifacts. Users received training, coordination mechanisms
were adjusted, and acceptance criteria were tailored. While artifacts and trace
links for safety analysis did not have to be complete in early stages, this aspect
was soon included in the acceptance criteria. We describe the distinct role of
“living boundary objects”, that are kept up to date, traced to other artifacts,
and serve for inter-team coordination. These boundary objects helped to sup-
port change and maintain a common understanding across sites, even as the
traceability strategy was adjusted.
Tool support needs to be flexible to consider the fact that practitioners’
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needs evolve and depend on the involved organizational groups. Existing tools
support flexibility to some extent, e.g., by providing a configurable TIM. We
present requirements for flexible tool solutions (F-3). Stakeholders should be
supported in determining adequate data quality levels for specific trace links
and artifacts at specific points in time. For instance, a tool could automati-
cally suggest adding more quality checks for an artifact that recently became
a boundary object. Moreover, adaptable versioning solutions can be beneficial
for artifacts and trace links. Loose, coarse-granular versioning might be ap-
propriate for intra-team links at early stages, whereas strict versioning should
be recommended for boundary objects and record explicit information of all
changes. Organizational traceability should be supported to keep track of links
between stakeholders with their roles, groups, responsibilities, and artifacts in
use. For all artifacts and trace links, it is beneficial to record stakeholders that
are potentially affected by a change. Moreover, the detection of change, change
propagation, and trigger tuning should be supported by a tool. For instance,
if the TIM has been changed, instance data should be evolved. Other changes
might affect the desired level of quality or versioning for certain artifacts or
trace links. Living boundary objects can be powerful facilitators of change and
create a common understanding across team borders, even though traceability
strategies and practices are adjusted over time. The suggested insights can
help to establish knowledge management and coordination mechanisms that
can be evolved with practitioners’ needs.
1.6 Answering the Thesis’ Research Questions
The previous sections have introduced the six appended papers and their main
contributions. Our overall goal is to improve how practitioners can manage
knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. We
aimed to achieve this goal by analyzing the current state of managing knowl-
edge for inter-team coordination and designing solutions. The papers con-
tributed in several ways to the research questions of this thesis. Our ques-
tions are concerned with the current state of managing knowledge (RQ1), but
also with guidelines (RQ2) and tool solutions (RQ3) to manage knowledge for
inter-team coordination. As stated before, we mainly focus on externalized
knowledge, manifested in artifacts or trace links, and used for development
activities.
1.6.1 RQ1: Current State of Managing Knowledge
In the following, we answer RQ1: What is the current state of managing
knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development?
All papers contributed to answering this question, with several main find-
ings that all emerged from at least one paper. The main findings are sum-
marized and concisely stated in boxes in this section. Figure 1.5 shows an
overview of the findings and what papers we used as the basis to explore
them. Findings are depicted as blue boxes and papers are shown in gray. A
paper contributes to a finding if an arrow connects the paper’s and the finding’s
box. All papers contribute to our analysis of heterogeneous characteristics and
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Paper F: Flexible Traceability
Paper E: Requirements Inf. Models
Paper D: Interfaces
Paper C: Architecture Descriptions
Paper A: Artifacts
Foundation
Paper B: Collaborative Traceability 7. Alignment and diversity
5. Coordination mechanisms
6. Motivating individuals -
benefit and rigor
3. Use and potential of knowledge
1. Heterogeneous characteristics
2. Quality
4. Lifecycle
Figure 1.5: Overview of findings related to the current state of managing
knowledge (RQ1)
quality (findings 1 and 2). Papers A and B lay the foundation of our investi-
gation of artifacts and collaborative traceability management, whereas Papers
C–F present particular cases of knowledge management in the lifecycle of arti-
facts and trace links (finding 4). We further investigated the use and potential
of knowledge (3), as well as coordination mechanisms (5) around knowledge
management. We found that to motivate individuals to invest in knowledge
management (6), the benefit of knowledge management is stressed or rigor is
enforced. Finally, we investigated the balance of alignment and diversity of
knowledge management practices (7).
1. Heterogeneous characteristics of externalized knowledge: This
finding is concerned with the heterogeneous characteristics of externalized
knowledge. In the study in Paper A, we found that knowledge is manifested
in a variety of artifacts of different formats, on different levels of abstraction,
stored in various tools, some being descriptive and some prescriptive, and used
by different organizational groups and stakeholders. We identified that some
artifacts serve as boundary objects and some are locally relevant artifacts,
being created, maintained, and used within a team. We investigated several
boundary objects in depth. With respect to architecture-related knowledge, ar-
chitecture descriptions were in the focus of Paper C and interfaces of Paper D.
We found that architecture descriptions can have heterogeneous characteris-
tics and describe the current or the future state of an architecture (Paper C).
Interfaces can have different levels of abstraction, criticality, and are used by
varying numbers of components by teams of different organizational distances
(Paper D). Requirements information models (RIMs) can serve as boundary
objects (Paper E) and define how requirements can be created and traced.
Potentially, several RIMs with different characteristics exist in large-scale or-
ganizations. Traceability is needed to keep track of connections between ar-
tifacts and managed with requirements-centered, developer-driven, or mixed
approaches (Paper B). Trace links can be on various levels of granularity, have
types, versions, and can be changed with different mechanisms in different
tools (Papers B and F).
We capture these findings from our papers in this thesis’ first main finding:
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Main finding 1: Heterogeneous characteristics
Externalized knowledge in large-scale agile development can take var-
ious forms and is typically manifested in multiple heterogeneous arti-
facts and trace links.
2. Quality of externalized knowledge: To be useful for practitioners,
knowledge needs to be reliable and of sufficient quality. Quality issues related
to artifacts and trace links were an emerging theme in several studies, e.g.,
Paper A. We focus on several quality attributes in this thesis:
Up-to-dateness is one of the attributes that we describe as an underlying
concern in all papers. It is challenging to keep artifacts and trace links up to
date and companies face the challenge of artifact degradation (Paper A). This
challenge motivates the establishment of change management mechanisms that
ensure that artifacts and trace links are updated as necessary.
Consistency is concerned with whether artifacts representing the same con-
cepts are in agreement with each other (Paper F). Inconsistencies among ar-
chitecture descriptions and between architecture descriptions and code are in-
vestigated in Paper C. Architectural inconsistencies arise, for instance, when
interface specifications are not followed in the implementation, but also when
wording conventions or rules are disregarded. Inconsistencies have severe con-
sequences during testing, maintenance, deployment, or at runtime. Consis-
tency checks for requirements were mentioned in Paper E as a way to enable
alignment.
Version consistency is important when a tool supports the creation of ver-
sions for artifacts and trace links. Version consistency is achieved when trace
links and artifacts have the intended versions (Paper F). For instance, ver-
sion inconsistencies arise when one component uses an outdated version of an
interface.
Completeness was found to be crucial in Paper B. In the context of trace-
ability, it means that the set of trace links should be complete. Stakeholders
can have difficulties leveraging the use of traceability if trace links are missing.
Validity relates to the conformity of artifacts and trace links to the meta-
model or information model (Paper F). Requirements or traceability informa-
tion models (RIMs or TIMs) can be adjusted with adequate tooling, which
raises the need to adjust instance data so that it corresponds to the changed
information models.
Main finding 2: Quality
Quality of artifacts and trace links is required to leverage the bene-
fit of externalized knowledge. We identified several relevant quality
attributes, i.e., up-to-dateness, consistency, version consistency, com-
pleteness, and validity.
3. Use and potential of externalized knowledge: As part of the knowl-
edge management cycle, knowledge should be acquired and applied (Section 1.1.3).
We found several ways in which externalized knowledge can be leveraged to
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support software and systems engineering activities, many of which relate to
inter-team coordination. For instance, signals can be used as horizontal bound-
ary objects to establish a common understanding between component teams
and facilitate inter-team coordination (Papers A and F). RIMs can be used
to balance alignment and diversity of requirements engineering practices (Pa-
per E). Trace links can facilitate several activities, e.g., progress tracking or
change impact analysis. Traceability also has the potential to facilitate com-
munication, support inter-disciplinary engineering and explicit documentation
of decisions, and motivate stakeholders to invest in traceability to receive no-
tifications (Paper B).
Often, the use and potential of externalized knowledge cannot be fully
realized due to the invisible benefit of traceability (Paper B). The creators of
trace links are typically not their primary users and do not invest in sufficient
quality. This point strengthens the importance of motivating individuals to
manage knowledge (see finding 6).
Main finding 3: Use and potential of externalized knowledge
Externalized knowledge can be used to support various activities, many
of which relate to inter-team coordination. For instance, boundary
objects can be used to create a common understanding of a system,
requirements information models can establish sufficiently aligned re-
quirements engineering practices to facilitate integration, and trace
links can support change impact analysis and progress tracking.
4. Lifecycle: We found that knowledge is typically manifested in artifacts
and trace links that undergo periods of change and stability (Papers C, D,
and E). It is important to keep artifacts and trace links up to date (finding 2),
which is why change notification and propagation need to be supported. Some
boundary objects are designed early on and used to create other artifacts, e.g.,
architecture descriptions or RIMs (Papers C and E). They define high-level
rules and constraints that enable inter-team coordination. During develop-
ment and design, emerging elements are captured and boundary objects are
further refined. Needs observed on a concrete (instance) level trigger changes
on an abstract level (Papers E and F). While diverse ways of modeling RIMs
were found to be more important in early phases, aligned and consolidated
practices play a central role later on, before artifacts might be deprecated.
For interfaces, we found that several dimensions (e.g., the number of compo-
nents using an interface, the level of abstraction, criticality, and maturity of
related functions) increase the time to change an interface and the enforced
stability (Paper D). Similarly to RIMs, TIMs are tailored and adapted, which
can be explained using the OADI cycle of traceability (Paper F), consisting of
the phases Observe (O), Analyze (A), Design (D), and Implement (I). Flex-
ible mechanisms are needed to ensure that stakeholders’ needs are met in an
evolving environment.
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Main finding 4: Lifecycle
Externalized knowledge goes through phases of change and stability
over time. During early development, dedicated boundary objects are
used to describe high-level constraints to support inter-team coordina-
tion and the creation of other artifacts. Examples of such boundary
objects are architecture descriptions, RIMs, or TIMs. Based on ex-
periences with concrete artifacts, boundary objects are then refined,
become more stable, and lead to more aligned practices. The OADI
cycle of traceability and the lifecycle of RIMs illustrate how external-
ized knowledge can be adapted over time to meet stakeholders’ needs.
5. Coordination mechanisms: In traditional agile methods, face-to-face
communication is commonly used to coordinate and exchange knowledge.
In large-scale environments, practitioners face challenges when collaborating
across organizational boundaries (Paper B). The variety of backgrounds, dis-
ciplines, methods, and locations raises the need for adequate coordination
mechanisms for quickly-changing contexts. Boundary objects are one way of
supporting coordination and establishing a common understanding between
teams. They often arise at team or inter-organizational borders and are ide-
ally kept as living artifacts (Paper A). Supporting coordination mechanisms
change depending on the scope of artifacts and trace links (Paper F): rigid
and formal mechanisms are used for trace links to external artifacts (e.g.,
customer requirements), less formal mechanisms are used for boundary ob-
jects inside an organization, and intra-team trace links are managed with a
very lightweight approach. Requirements-centered traceability is managed in
a more formal way than developer-driven traceability, for which face-to-face
communication is commonly used (Paper B). In Paper D, we report that the
higher the number of affected components and the higher the organizational
distance between teams, the longer changes take, as the coordination between
involved stakeholders takes more time.
Main finding 5: Coordination mechanisms
A variety of coordination mechanisms are used when managing knowl-
edge in large-scale agile contexts. Informal approaches can include
face-to-face communication between teams and the lightweight estab-
lishment of boundary objects, whereas coordination mechanisms be-
tween different organizations include strict documentation of changes.
Generally, we found that the larger the distance between teams, the
more rigorous and formal are the coordination mechanisms.
6. Motivating individuals to manage knowledge—benefit and rigor:
Humans can be intrinsically motivated to manage knowledge because they
see the benefit, but also extrinsically motivated because practices are followed
with a certain level of rigor. Externalized knowledge can be leveraged for
several activities (see finding 3). For traceability, the benefit and potential
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are often invisible to the stakeholders creating trace links, since the creators
are typically not the main users. In practice, the quality often suffers be-
cause trace links are not maintained, and the use of traceability cannot be
completely realized. On the other hand, we found that if traceability manage-
ment is successfully conducted, it can also positively influence collaborative
activities (Paper B). The reasons for architectural inconsistencies reported in
Paper C are, among others, a lack of time, lack of knowledge, and lack of
communication. These reasons indicate that counteracting inconsistencies is
not prioritized, as practitioners do not see the benefit in keeping architecture
descriptions and implementation artifacts consistent.
We found that a certain level of rigor is perceived as necessary to ensure
that trace link quality is on an appropriate level to utilize the potential of
traceability (Paper B). A rigorous culture requires the development paradigm
and practices to be defined, communicated, and followed in an organization.
In our study on traceability management, cases that had a low level of rigor
reported more severe challenges with quality, independently of the development
paradigm.
Main finding 6. Motivating individuals—benefit and rigor
Individuals need to be motivated to manage knowledge and support
inter-team coordination. Motivation can be improved by indicating
the benefit of knowledge management or by establishing rigorous prac-
tices. If neither the benefit is clear nor rigorous practices are enforced,
artifacts and trace links are not maintained and quality suffers.
7. Alignment and diversity: The trade-off between alignment and di-
versity was identified as a challenge with managing artifacts in agile systems
engineering (Paper A). After all, a common, integrated product needs to be
developed and it helps to rely on standardized or aligned methods, in par-
ticular, when managing knowledge for inter-team coordination. At the same
time, teams should be empowered to make their own decisions and work with
tailored methods. We phrased this point as the trade-off or balance between
alignment and diversity. As this issue is especially observable in the context
of requirements engineering, our focus laid on the alignment and diversity
of requirements engineering practices, supported by RIMs (Paper E). A cer-
tain level of alignment is considered necessary to facilitate coordination across
boundaries and adhere to standards, but also diversity is needed to support the
heterogeneous needs of disciplines and their methods. Alignment is supported
by RIMs by allowing stakeholders to define entity types and relationships, at-
tributes, consistency checks, maturity levels, and Definition of Done criteria.
Diversity is enabled by generic relationships, the creation of subtypes, free
text fields, and diverse ways of managing backlogs and projects. Diversity is
required in early phases, whereas alignment becomes more important when a
product is released (see finding 4).
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Main finding 7. Alignment and diversity
The balance between alignment and diversity is challenging when man-
aging knowledge for inter-team coordination. Aligned methods facil-
itate coordination across boundaries, integration, and adherence to
standards, whereas diversity is needed to support the heterogeneous
needs of disciplines and their methods. RIMs can help to support both
alignment and diversity.
1.6.2 RQ2: Guidelines to Manage Knowledge
Several of our papers present guidelines or principles to manage externalized
knowledge for inter-team coordination. In the following, we synthesize our
findings to answer RQ2: What guidelines can help practitioners to manage
knowledge for inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development?
The guidelines presented in our papers can be grouped into six main areas.
Figure 1.6 depicts an overview of these areas (blue boxes) with actors (peo-
ple icons) and supporting tooling (a network of computers, indicating that a
traceable, potentially distributed source of information should be used). The
first area is concerned with an analysis of stakeholders, including their needs,
goals, interests, and activities. The second area relates to the scoping of exter-
nalized knowledge, i.e., what knowledge should be externalized, what levels of
abstraction and granularity should be chosen for artifacts and trace links, and
what the purpose and audience of artifacts and trace links should be. A key
aspect of this area is to understand what artifacts (can) serve as boundary ob-
jects. Based on these activities, supporting coordination mechanisms around
living boundary objects (3.) can be devised. Living boundary objects should
be defined upfront with a lightweight approach, refined using emerging as-
pects, and coordination can be supported by groups of representatives. While
our main topic is concerned with managing knowledge for inter-team coordi-
nation, also guidance for intra-team activities was found to be important, to
ensure that decisions taken on an inter-team level are reflected in the work of
individual teams. Coordination mechanisms around locally relevant artifacts
(4.) are strongly connected to face-to-face communication and traceability to
boundary objects. It helps to use a traceable source of information to manage
knowledge, e.g., using a distributed tool infrastructure. Indicating the benefit
of knowledge management and enforcing an appropriate level of rigor (5.) is
another area in which we specified guidelines. The last area is concerned with
alignment and diversity (6.), for which we recommend focusing on alignment
on a high level and diversity on a low level. We describe the six areas in the
following.
1. Stakeholder analysis: An analysis of stakeholders and their needs was
found to be beneficial in several of our papers. Knowledge management for
inter-team coordination can only be successfully conducted with a good under-
standing of the involved participants. When creating an architecture descrip-
tion, understanding the stakeholders is crucial to define the scope (Paper C).
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Figure 1.6: Areas of guidelines to manage externalized knowledge for inter-
team coordination (RQ2)
Key stakeholders also need to be known to create the required level of align-
ment (Paper E).
With respect to traceability, we advise putting stakeholders’ information
needs and goals at the center (Paper B). Typical concerns related to traceabil-
ity can be covered with a lightweight, developer-driven approach or a formal,
requirements-centered approach. Based on an understanding of stakeholders’
tasks and needs, practitioners can balance the effort and benefit of traceability
management per role.
2. Scoping of externalized knowledge: It is important to select the right
scope and level of detail when externalizing knowledge and creating artifacts
or trace links. Living boundary objects can be key enablers of inter-team co-
ordination, but need to be kept up to date over time. As many organizations
make use of legacy artifacts and trace links, one guideline is to identify ex-
isting boundary object candidates and locally relevant artifacts and evaluate
their relevance and usage at frequent intervals (Paper A). Stakeholders from
different areas should be involved in this activity to cover the perspectives of
the whole organization and ensure that artifacts and trace links can provide
value.
When creating an architecture description, the purpose and audience need
to be clarified (Paper C). This information can be used to choose the scope
of an architecture description, in particular, its level of abstraction and what
elements should be included. We advise distinguishing between the present
and future perspectives of a system in order to be transparent about what
system at what point in time an architecture description holds for. While our
guideline is to minimize the number of elements in the upfront architecture
description, we recommend including elements that are relevant across team
boundaries. These guidelines ensure that the description can be leveraged as
a living boundary object, while other concerns might be left up to individual
teams. Interfaces are typical elements specified in architecture descriptions
and we suggest selecting carefully what interfaces need to be managed centrally
(Paper D). Early stage interfaces, for instance, should be left up to the teams.
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Interfaces should be defined on a high level of abstraction, if possible, so that
they can be used in various contexts (Paper D).
3. Supporting coordination mechanisms around living boundary ob-
jects: Living boundary objects can help to establish a common understand-
ing of a system across team borders, but need to be kept up to date and traced
to other artifacts. We suggest establishing a group of representatives for each
boundary object (Papers A and C), in which changes can be discussed and
implemented. For architectural knowledge, we recommend involving stake-
holders with architecture expertise to establish interfaces that set sufficiently
stable boundaries so that teams can work autonomously (Paper D).
Boundary objects should be defined upfront with a lightweight and flexible
approach, so that they can be stable and recognizable. Our advice is to assess
artifacts in the early stages with a few users before they become more widely
used and change becomes more difficult (Papers D and E). Ideally, architects
are then integrated into agile teams to capture emerging aspects (Paper C).
Using these guidelines, living boundary objects can be established that are
traced to other artifacts, kept up to date, and are in line with the changing
needs of an organization.
4. Supporting coordination mechanisms around locally relevant ar-
tifacts: Locally relevant artifacts play a role for a team, but are not central
for inter-team coordination. However, the connection to living boundary ob-
jects should be kept. We advise using one source of information and making
it traceable (Paper C). Traceability can enable change propagation and no-
tification across boundaries and ensure that changes in boundary objects are
reflected in locally relevant artifacts and in the final system (Paper B).
Generally, locally relevant artifacts can be produced as late as possible and
only when they are actually needed. Stakeholders need to see the artifacts’
relevance and use. We suggest working towards generating locally relevant
artifacts and making them reusable (Paper A). Following these principles,
practitioners can ensure that locally relevant artifacts are perceived as relevant,
kept up to date, and are consistent with boundary objects.
5. Indicating the benefit and enforcing rigor wherever needed: We
recommend indicating the benefit of knowledge management and convincing
practitioners to invest in knowledge management mainly because they are
intrinsically motivated. Indicating the benefit of knowledge management is
easiest if artifacts and trace links can be used to support software and systems
engineering activities. We advise investing in ways to leverage externalized
knowledge and stressing its use (Paper A). Some artifacts and trace links
should be centrally managed with a sufficient level of rigor. Central vehicle
interfaces, in particular, should be changed with controlled mechanisms and
undergo versioning (Paper D). Moreover, we suggest striving for a rigorous cul-
ture with respect to traceability maintenance (Paper B) to improve trace link
quality. However, generally, training and communication should be favored
over strong restrictions (Paper E), so that rigor is only enforced wherever it is
indispensable.
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6. Enabling alignment and diversity: Large-scale organizations benefit
from aligned practices to facilitate integration, but also diverse practices that
support the individual needs of agile teams and disciplines. We recommend
creating a generally applicable RIM that only requires practitioners to fill in
the amount of information for requirements that is absolutely necessary (Pa-
per E). When special procedures for safety, testing, or releases are needed for
some requirements, separate requirement types or attributes can be beneficial.
A common high-level structure is recommended to support alignment while
different modeling styles are beneficial on a lower level (Paper E).
These guidelines relate to the previously mentioned guidelines concerning
rigor. Traceability should be rigorously maintained to support the establish-
ment of living and traceable boundary objects for inter-team coordination. It
helps to establish aligned practices for aspects that require high data quality
and benefit from a high level of rigor. Following these guidelines, sufficiently
aligned practices enable the management of living boundary objects, but also
the needs of different disciplines are acknowledged and diverse methods are
supported.
1.6.3 RQ3: Tool Solutions to Manage Knowledge
We conceived several concepts related to tool support for knowledge manage-
ment in this PhD thesis. In this section, we answer RQ3: How can tool so-
lutions support practitioners to manage knowledge for inter-team coordination
in large-scale agile development? The findings are mainly based on Papers A
and F. The developed concepts for tool solutions are (1.) support for the vi-
sualization and identification of boundary objects, (2.) flexible versioning, (3.)
data quality and change management support, as well as (4.) organizational
traceability.
1. Visualization and identification of boundary objects: To support
inter-team coordination, one of our guidelines relates to identifying boundary
object candidates, i.e., existing artifacts that potentially help to create a com-
mon understanding across team borders. In Paper A, we suggest identifying
boundary object candidates by leveraging trace links and analyzing what ar-
tifacts are referred to by other artifacts from different areas. The data should
be visualized in appropriate ways and validated with experts. Adding infor-
mation about the creators and users of information is essential to understand
which artifacts are referred to by multiple teams.
Today’s tools do not have a first-class representation of boundary objects.
Figure 1.7 shows what the visualization of boundary objects and locally rel-
evant artifacts could look like. Boundary objects are indicated in gray boxes
on the left and locally relevant artifacts in blue boxes. The visualization in
the example figure is created from the perspective of Anna, a developer of the
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) component, for which requirements, design
models, and a testing area are stored. Two boundary objects are shown: The
vertical boundary object Functional Requirement FReq-23, with Rachel as the
boundary object owner, and the horizontal boundary object Velocity signal,
with Ben as the owner. Trace links are depicted on a high level: a requirement
is traced to the functional requirement and an element in the design models is
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Figure 1.7: Visualization of boundary object candidates and locally relevant
artifacts in a tool
traced to the velocity signal. Anna has the possibility to follow the boundary
objects by clicking on the plus symbol and will be notified about changes.
2. Flexible versioning: In Paper A, we describe that boundary objects
should be stable and recognizable and therefore undergo versioning and re-
leases. Locally relevant artifacts can be unversioned or have the status “in
work” for a longer period of time. In Paper F, we describe that strict (fine-
grained) versioning of all changes would be beneficial for some artifacts, whereas
others could be loosely versioned (i.e., only when users manually decide to cre-
ate a new version of something). Mild versioning of a locally relevant artifact
could create intermediate versions whenever a change to that artifact is related
to a major change to a boundary object, but rely on loose versioning otherwise.
Today’s tools typically either rely on loose versioning or strict versioning for all
artifacts. Having more fine-granular solutions can help to enforce rigor wher-
ever necessary and support lightweight knowledge management when working
with locally relevant artifacts.
Figure 1.8 depicts examples of boundary objects and locally relevant arti-
facts with their version numbers. A red SV indicates that an artifact undergoes
strict versioning, MV indicates mild versioning, and an LV symbol indicates
loose versioning. The boundary object FReq-23 is a functional requirement
versioned with a strict versioning approach. Design models are loosely ver-
sioned, as they are locally relevant artifacts in an early phase. Req-4543 is a
locally relevant artifact in version 2 and traced to FReq-23. It is mildly ver-
sioned, which means that intermediate versions are created whenever a change
is created in connection with a change to the boundary object FReq-23.
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Design Models (in work)
Req-4543 (v2)
LV
MVFReq-23 (v5)SV
Figure 1.8: Visualization of proposed versioning mechanisms
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Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Requirements (v12)
Design Models (in work)
Testing Area (v3)
Requirements (v9)
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Braking System
Anna
70% of incoming functional requirements traced
Trigger quality criteria
5 requirements traced to outdated versions
Data quality
Change detected in FReq-23! Need to adjust test for Req-4543
Period of moderate change
3 requirements detected as new boundary object candidates
Changes
Functional Requirements (v19)
Rachel
Requirements100%
50
Figure 1.9: Visualization of mechanisms to support data quality and change
management
3. Data quality and change management support: Living boundary
objects needs to be up to date and of high quality, so that their benefit can
be realized. According to our findings, users should be supported in defining
data quality needs and evolving them over time throughout the lifecycle (Pa-
per F). Moreover, functions to support change notification and capturing the
rationales of changes can be beneficial. In Figure 1.7, short comment texts are
shown for changed artifacts (e.g., “PLAN FOR FUTURE PLATFORM ”), as
well as plus signs that users can click on to receive notifications about future
changes to boundary objects.
Figure 1.9 visualizes examples of mechanisms to support data quality and
change management. In the figure, detailed information on data quality and
changes is shown for the Requirements of the ACC component. For data qual-
ity and changes, histograms are shown on the left, indicating the percentage
of fulfilled data quality criteria and the number of changes in a certain time
interval (with 50 being the maximum number displayed). With respect to com-
pleteness, 70% of the incoming functional requirements are currently traced
to requirements of the component. As for version consistency, 5 requirements
are traced to outdated versions of the functional requirements. Users can click
on links to receive more information on data quality and adjust data quality
criteria.
Information about changes is shown below the data quality information.
Currently, there is a period of moderate change. Three requirements are de-
tected as new boundary object candidates. The user can click on this informa-
tion to confirm them as boundary objects and get further change notifications.
Moreover, a change has been detected in the functional requirement FReq-23
and the need to adjust the test for an ACC requirement is indicated. Ideally,
users should be provided with mechanisms to configure what information is
shown in such a visualization and potentially propagate changes automatically.
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4. Organizational traceability: As indicated in previous examples of vi-
sualizations (e.g., Figure 1.7 and 1.9), the owners and potentially affected
stakeholders of artifacts should be indicated. Based on that information, net-
works of stakeholders and groups can be created and organizational traceability
established. Organizational traceability should be supported by allowing users
to capture organizational structures, groups, and roles, as well as responsible
stakeholders for boundary objects. As responsibilities change over time (e.g.,
because a locally relevant artifact might become a boundary object), it should
be evolved in a semi-automatic way. For instance, if a locally relevant artifact
becomes a boundary object, the tool might suggest that the creator of that
locally relevant artifact shall become the boundary object owner.
1.7 Discussion
In this thesis, we aim to improve how practitioners can manage knowledge for
inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development. This section briefly
summarizes our findings, discusses them with related work, and describes im-
plications for research and practice. Table 1.2 presents a summary of the points
that will be mentioned in this discussion, including references to related work.
These points refer both to the current state of knowledge management for
inter-team coordination and to solutions.
What is the current state of managing knowledge for inter-team
coordination?
We found that knowledge in large-scale agile contexts is commonly external-
ized in artifacts and trace links with heterogeneous characteristics. The het-
erogeneity of artifacts and the variety of tools are recognized challenges with
traceability [66]. The role of artifacts in large-scale agile development has
received increasing attention in the last years and several researchers have
published inventories of artifacts [41, 43]. The artifacts we focus on are not
pure software development artifacts and the data for Paper A was collected
while the case companies were transitioning to agile methods. Product back-
logs, status boards, or other typical agile artifacts did not play a central role
in our study. Recently, the role of the product backlog as a boundary object
has been investigated [89], with the conclusion that it is an “informal model of
work to be done” and not a requirements specification. Our participants likely
focused on artifacts that served for long-term knowledge management in the
study in Paper A. Only one survey respondent mentioned the word “backlog”
briefly in a comment.
The importance of quality of externalized knowledge in agile development
has been found crucial also in related studies, especially with respect to consis-
tency (e.g., [93,94]). Moreover, we could confirm several ways in which exter-
nalized knowledge is leveraged in practice, e.g., for change management [47,60]
or to support coordination within a company [41]. We found that quality needs
to be on a high level to leverage the benefit of knowledge management.
Generally, individuals can be intrinsically motivated to invest in the cre-
ation and maintenance of artifacts and trace links because they see the benefit
of these activities. An alternative is to establish a rigorous culture, which
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Table 1.2: Summary of points in discussion
Summary of points and references to related work
Heterogeneity Artifacts and trace links have heterogeneous characteristics [41, 43,
66]. Our participants focused on long-term knowledge management
and not on backlogs [89]. Stakeholder analysis is crucial to deter-
mine what artifacts and links should be created [48, 90]. Boundary
object candidates can be identified by analyzing trace links, which
complements previously proposed analysis approaches [91,92].
Quality Quality of artifacts and trace links is crucial [93, 94]. Visualization
features can improve the quality of trace links [95, 96]. Quality
metrics should be tailored [97] to particular artifacts and trace links.
Use of
knowledge
Externalized knowledge can be used for several activities [41,47,60],
but high quality of artifacts and trace links is needed.
Lifecycle Changes to artifacts and trace links are inevitable [98,99]. Artifacts
and organizations typically become more stable and formal over
time [100]. We recommend defining boundary objects upfront [101]
with a lightweight approach. Tailored change management practices
are essential and can be supported by traceability [47,102,103].
Supporting
coordination
mechanisms
We recommend creating groups of representatives for boundary ob-
jects [40,59]. Locally relevant artifacts should be flexibly managed,
traced, and made reusable. The effort of tracing should be min-
imized [104]. Organizational traceability can support knowledge
management and coordination mechanisms [14,58,95].
Benefit and
rigor
The lack of perceived benefit when creating artifacts and trace links
is a recognized problem [105,106]. Living boundary objects can con-
stitute new benefits. We advise creating sufficiently rigorous prac-
tices, in line with recommendations for Just-Enough-Discipline [45].
Alignment
and
diversity
Aligned/standardized practices are considered desirable for certain
purposes and situations [26,107,108], but also diversity in practices
is needed [109,110]. We advise establishing alignment on a high level
and supporting diversity for low-level concerns. Information models
need to be tailored to specific contexts [87,111]. Our guidelines for
RIMs can help to support both diversity and alignment.
includes defining the practices that should be used, as well as communicat-
ing and following them consistently. In line with our findings, Klein stated
that a rigorous culture requires Just-Enough-Discipline (JED) to be in place,
a concept describing the balance between the spontaneous, fluid exchange of
knowledge and structured, codified, and institutional approaches to knowledge
management [45].
Previous studies have also confirmed our observed issues with the lack of
benefit of traceability management [105]. Berry et al. [106] described four ways
of solving the problem of the lack of benefit of a document to its producer:
external or internal benefits should be produced—by increasing reward, de-
creasing pain, increasing the internal benefit, or decreasing the lack of benefit.
Our findings indicate that the concept of living boundary objects can decrease
the pain of individuals by focusing on the most central artifacts for inter-team
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coordination and constitute new internal benefits, for instance, because invest-
ing in traceability can enable collaboration. Focused studies could investigate
these aspects in further detail, e.g., by implementing the suggested tool so-
lutions and assessing their effects on collaboration, perceived motivation, and
data quality.
Our findings with respect to the lifecycle of externalized knowledge in large-
scale agile development relate to the identified inevitability of changes in ar-
tifacts, e.g., requirements or interfaces [98, 99]. We investigated the need for
change to information models and devised models for the lifecycle of RIMs and
the OADI cycle of traceability. The importance of tailoring such information
models to the needs of specific contexts has been identified [87,111], but we are
unaware of other studies focusing on how to customize them and ensure that
changing stakeholders’ needs are met throughout the lifecycle. In Paper C,
one of the findings is that stakeholders aim to keep interfaces stable when the
position in the lifecycle increases and they are increasingly used by compo-
nents and teams. This finding is in line with Mintzberg’s findings that the
formalization of an organization’s behavior grows with its age and size [100].
With growing stability, also change management mechanisms become more
formalized and rigid. We confirmed these points and concluded that with an
increasing distance between teams, also more rigorous and formal coordina-
tion mechanisms are established. Living boundary objects can help to enable
coordination on central aspects for which a shared understanding is necessary
and ensure that these objects are kept up to date.
Our findings regarding alignment and diversity are motivated by the inter-
disciplinary nature of many large-scale development contexts. While standard-
ization of processes is desirable in some situations, it has been found crucial to
tailor processes to the contexts where they are applied [107]. Process diversity
is an important part of software development, especially in large organiza-
tions [109]. In practice, hybrid development methods, combining practices of
several development methods, are widely used [110]. Boehm and Turner sug-
gest integrating agile practices into traditional processes by minimizing the
parts for which alignment is enforced and carefully identifying situations in
which more rigor is needed [108]. Our contributions in Paper E show why
and how a RIM can support the balance between alignment and diversity.
With appropriate practices, a RIM can serve as a living boundary object and
facilitate inter-team coordination in large-scale agile contexts.
What guidelines and tool solutions can help practitioners?
In order to address practical challenges, we identified the importance of estab-
lishing living boundary objects. While the concept of boundary objects has
existed before, we identified important properties that they should have to
serve as living artifacts and support inter-team coordination. Living bound-
ary objects create a common understanding across team borders, are kept up
to date, and traced to and from other artifacts, so that inter-team coordination
in large-scale agile development can be supported.
Our guidelines regarding stakeholder analysis and scoping of externalized
knowledge are in line with related work. For example, architecture knowl-
edge management requires understanding stakeholders’ concerns and analyz-
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ing what to capture in architecture descriptions [90]. Moreover, the planning
and management of a traceability strategy require determining stakeholders’
needs [48]. These activities can help to identify what artifacts and trace links
are important and establish living boundary objects.
In practice, large-scale companies typically have legacy systems, documen-
tation, and processes. One of our suggestions for tool solutions involves lever-
aging trace links to identify candidates for boundary objects. Trace links
make dependencies between artifacts explicit, which is especially important
when change impact analysis needs to be performed to support software and
systems evolution [91]. It has been suggested to analyze artifacts with their
numbers of trace links before [92]: an unusually high number of incoming or
outgoing trace links might indicate that an artifact has a too broad scope
or that the traceability information model should be adjusted. Our findings
indicate that analyzing trace links cannot only help to tailor the traceabil-
ity information model, but also to identify potential boundary objects and
support inter-team coordination.
Living boundary objects are at the center of inter-team coordination. We
suggest defining elements concerning multiple teams (e.g., interfaces or in-
formation models) upfront, but refining them over time with emerging as-
pects. This guideline can help to address challenges in the area of agile ar-
chitecting [101]. Defining living boundary objects early on helps create to
“islands of stability” that are required for agile teams to work autonomously
and flexibly [26]. Communities of practice or other groups of representatives
are suggested as additional coordination mechanisms around living boundary
objects [40, 59]. These groups support the exchange of tacit knowledge as
a complement to the management of explicit knowledge in living boundary
objects.
Relying on strong knowledge networks and boundary spanners between
teams are other mechanisms for knowledge coordination [14, 58]. Studies on
knowledge networks relate to the proposed tooling for organizational traceabil-
ity. Organizational traceability can be enabled by sociograms, which have been
studied in the context of traceability before [95]. Teams and organizational
structures can change over time, which is why practitioners should keep track
of networks of artifacts, users, and responsibilities. Changes to artifacts should
be reflected in tool solutions (e.g., when a boundary object becomes locally
relevant or vice versa), to update change management features or tune data
quality levels. With respect to change management, several tool solutions have
been proposed, many of which are related to traceability [102,103]. Combining
traceability and change management can support knowledge integration and
facilitate development activities (e.g., impact analysis and program compre-
hension) [47].
Locally relevant artifacts should be created late, so that documents are
created only when they are actually needed, and traced to boundary objects.
Trace links within a team can be managed with a flexible approach and face-
to-face communication. Previous work has recommended minimizing tracing
and only focusing on crucial trace links that help to improve quality and
meet stakeholders’ expectations [104]. Artifacts should be made reusable and
generated, as with prescriptive models [112]. Stakeholders are more motivated
to keep prescriptive artifacts up to date, as they need to be consistent and of
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high quality for the final software or system to work (Paper A).
A key issue is to motivate individuals to invest in knowledge management
by indicating the benefit or fostering a rigorous culture. We suggest priori-
tizing training and communication rather than strong restrictions (Paper E)
and establishing rigorous change management mechanisms around artifacts
impacting many stakeholders (e.g., central vehicle interfaces, Paper D). We
propose to visualize the level of data quality (e.g., regarding consistency and
completeness). There exist several approaches to visualize traceability-related
data that help to maintain trace links and increase consistency [95, 96]. Our
findings suggest that configurable levels of data quality can be beneficial, de-
pending on the current phase in the development lifecycle and depending on
whether an artifact is a boundary object or locally relevant. Data quality is
crucial to ensure that artifacts and trace links can be leveraged for practical
purposes [97]. Version consistency is a special kind of consistency that we
found to be relevant in our participating companies. To allow for more flexible
management, we suggest three levels of versioning: strict, mild, and loose ver-
sioning. Generally, living boundary objects should be stable and recognizable
(especially in later lifecycle phases), whereas locally relevant artifacts can be
loosely versioned and managed. Information can also be made visible in tools,
so that users can detect changes, propagate them, and keep boundary objects
as living artifacts [47].
We advise establishing alignment on a high level, with a common structure
and a path of minimal information. Diversity can be beneficial in early phases
and for low-level information. Standard practices regarding architecture and
management can help to implement agile methods in systems engineering [108].
Following these guidelines, the aforementioned need for stability around ag-
ile teams [26] can be fulfilled. Aligning an organization on living boundary
objects and enabling diverse ways of managing locally relevant artifacts can
support agility at scale, as well as flexible knowledge management for inter-
team coordination.
The Concept of Living Boundary Objects for Large-Scale Agile De-
velopment
Several of our proposed guidelines and solutions relate to the cornerstones of
agile development. In the following, we elaborate on the concepts that we
studied to arrive at this thesis’ main proposition: to leverage living bound-
ary objects to support agile inter-team coordination at scale. Based on our
main findings and related work, we discuss relationships between concepts of
knowledge management in large-scale agile development and present them to
motivate how living boundary objects can serve as key enablers of agility. We
refer to Bertrand Meyer’s agile principles [113], which have been presented in
a critical and well-established book on agility. In particular, we identified that
our research on knowledge management for inter-team coordination in large-
scale agile development relates to three principles: let the team self-organize,
produce frequent working iterations, and accept change [113]. Figure 1.10
shows these agile principles, selected concepts investigated in this thesis, and
their relationships. The selected agile principles are shown in gray boxes (la-
beled as “agile”). Supporting concepts are shown in orange boxes and main
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Figure 1.10: Overview of selected concepts of knowledge management for agile
inter-team coordination and agile principles [113]
motivating factors for knowledge management are depicted in blue boxes. The
left part of the figure depicts the focus on individual teams, whereas the right
part shows the inter-team or system focus in large-scale agile organizations.
An agile principle related to the individual team focus is to let the team
self-organize. Self-organization or empowerment facilitates the emergence of
diverse practices. In the principles of the agile manifesto, this point is phrased
as follows: “At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more ef-
fective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly” [21]. In this thesis,
we study the phenomenon of diverse practices in large-scale systems engineer-
ing companies, in which heterogeneous teams and disciplines collaborate. The
heterogeneity further motivates the need for diverse practices.
In the part related to the inter-team or system focus, an agile principle
is to produce frequent working iterations and support frequent integration
of software [113]. To implement this principle, the quality of artifacts and
trace links is essential, e.g., regarding consistency or completeness [114]. To
facilitate integration, the components developed by different teams need to be
consistent. Moreover, a complete safety analysis is often required by safety
standards before software can be deployed to systems. In large-scale agile
development, artifacts and trace links are typically created, maintained, and
used by multiple teams. Our findings indicate that aligned practices of teams
can contribute towards creating high-quality artifacts and trace links that,
in turn, can be used to support integration and the production of frequent
working iterations. However, aligned practices and diverse practices need to be
balanced. Another agile principle is to accept change and deal with evolution in
large-scale agile development. According to Meyer, accepting change includes
supporting and planning for it by producing extendable systems [113].
Living boundary objects are facilitators of several of the described concepts
and address the relevant agile principles. By focusing on the lifecycle perspec-
tive of artifacts and trace links, we analyzed how living boundary objects can
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be used to accept and support change. Living boundary objects are kept up
to date and traced to and from other artifacts, which facilitates change im-
pact analysis and other activities related to change management [114]. We
also described how RIMs and TIMs can be changed over time to address prac-
titioners’ evolving needs. Our guidelines in Paper C are concerned with de-
signing a lightweight upfront architecture and supporting change by capturing
emerging elements. Similarly, living boundary objects can also be leveraged to
support quality needs. Living boundary objects serve as a common reference
and are traced to and from other artifacts, which supports practitioners in
re-establishing consistency and validity after changes happen. Moreover, the
suggested tool solutions for living boundary objects in Paper F can support
data quality needs and evolve them with stakeholders’ needs. Furthermore,
living boundary objects can support alignment by establishing a common iden-
tity across sites. We suggest supporting diverse practices, as living boundary
objects allow for interpretive flexibility and heterogeneous ways of managing
knowledge on a lower level. We found that the main motivating factors for indi-
vidual teams with diverse practices are the benefit and usefulness of knowledge
management: if the benefits outweigh the effort, teams see a point in invest-
ing in knowledge management. A positive cost-benefit balance is crucial to
motivate teams. While the general goal on the inter-team level is also to aim
for high benefit and usefulness, it can be beneficial to establish a sufficiently
rigorous culture for aligned practices.
In summary, our findings indicate how living boundary objects can support
agile inter-team coordination in large-scale organizations. In particular, we
have discussed how they can support diverse and aligned practices, achieve
traceability and high quality of artifacts and trace links, and facilitate change.
The understanding of concepts and their relations can help to motivate future
research and improve industrial practices, as we present in the following.
Implications for research and practice
This thesis addresses the topic of knowledge management for inter-team coor-
dination, which is one of the challenges on the research agenda on large-scale
agile development [5]. To complement existing studies on tacit knowledge
management, e.g., related to Communities of Practice [40], we focused espe-
cially on explicit knowledge, externalized in artifacts and trace links. The
recent publications of related studies on explicit knowledge management in
agile development, especially focusing on artifacts, indicate the timeliness of
this topic [42, 43, 89]. This thesis contributes to the body of knowledge of
inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development in several ways. We
present empirical evidence of how knowledge is externalized in heterogeneous
artifacts and trace links, as well as how they are changed and used over time in
large-scale agile development. Practitioners aim to minimize the documenta-
tion effort in agile development by focusing on only absolutely crucial artifacts
and trace links. We found that some artifacts can act as boundary objects and
create a shared understanding between agile teams while being adaptable to
the needs of individual teams and disciplines. We coined the concept of living
boundary objects, which are traced to other artifacts, kept up to date, and
serve for inter-team coordination. Using living boundary objects, the effort
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of knowledge management can be kept to a minimum and agile organizations
can focus on providing customer value. Our guidelines and concepts for tool
solutions can help to establish sufficiently aligned practices in different teams
but also empower agile teams to use diverse methods that fulfill the needs of
team members and disciplines.
This thesis can inspire researchers that aim to conceive tailored methods
and tool solutions for knowledge management in large-scale agile development.
Until now, a majority of the methods in the field of software engineering do
not consider the importance of differentiating between artifacts that are used
for inter-team coordination and those relevant for one team. Our findings in-
dicate that more tailored approaches are needed that take changes throughout
the development lifecycle into account and also consider involved organiza-
tional groups. We suggest solutions that distinguish between locally relevant
artifacts and living boundary objects and provide adjustable data quality lev-
els, change management support, collaborative traceability management, and
flexible versioning mechanisms.
When we conducted the first studies of this thesis, a majority of the col-
laborating companies were still in the early phases of the adoption of agile
methods. Pinpointing the need for managing externalized knowledge in large-
scale agile development and introducing the concept of living boundary objects
helps practitioners to reflect on what documentation is needed and prioritize
artifacts and links that are used for inter-team coordination. The suggested
tool solutions and guidelines can help tool suppliers and large-scale compa-
nies to establish practices that are fit for purpose and create new benefits for
individuals investing in knowledge management.
1.8 Conclusion
Agile methods have become widely spread in the last decades, not only in small
and co-located teams but also in large-scale software and systems engineering.
A common challenge in large-scale agile development is the coordination be-
tween agile teams. In this thesis, we focus on how knowledge is and should be
managed to support inter-team coordination in large-scale agile development.
The focus of agile development lies on providing customer value and in-
creasing development speed, which is why agile organizations aim to reduce
the effort of documentation. Starting with exploratory studies on artifacts and
trace links, we identified the crucial role of boundary objects, which are arti-
facts that create a shared understanding between teams, while being adaptable
to the needs of teams and disciplines. We found the necessity to investigate
further aspects of knowledge management in depth: architectural knowledge,
traceability management, and requirements and traceability information mod-
els. We focused on how artifacts and trace links are changed throughout their
lifecycles and presented specific guidelines. These guidelines help to focus the
knowledge management effort on absolutely crucial artifacts and trace links,
namely those needed for inter-team coordination. Moreover, we scrutinized
the need to create sufficient alignment in large-scale agile development, while
enabling agile teams to conceive tailored and diverse practices that fulfill their
individual needs. The identified practical needs can be addressed with bound-
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ary objects that fulfill a number of key properties. To this end, we coined the
concept of living boundary objects, i.e., boundary objects that are traced to
other artifacts, kept up to date, and serve for inter-team coordination.
We presented several solutions to support knowledge management for inter-
team coordination. We advise performing a stakeholder analysis to determine
the desirable scope of artifacts and trace links. The level of abstraction, pur-
pose, and audience of artifacts and trace links should correspond to stakehold-
ers’ needs. We recommend managing boundary objects in groups of represen-
tatives of several teams, whereas coordination mechanisms for locally relevant
artifacts can be conceived by individual teams. Tooling should support orga-
nizational traceability to identify what artifacts are relevant for stakeholders
from different teams and keep track of responsibilities. We suggest using ex-
isting trace links to identify boundary object candidates in a tool. Living
boundary objects should be created upfront with a lightweight approach, un-
dergo strict versioning, and be refined over time with emerging aspects. Arti-
facts that are developed and used within one team can be flexibly created and
loosely versioned. Change management support and adjustable dashboards in-
dicating data quality levels can help to ensure that stakeholders’ quality needs
are fulfilled.
The empirical evidence presented in this PhD thesis contributes to the
body of knowledge of large-scale agile development. Our findings shed light
on the state of the practice of knowledge management for agile inter-team coor-
dination at scale, which can be utilized both by researchers and practitioners.
The presented guidelines can be used as an instrument to establish successful
knowledge management practices in large-scale organizations, considering the
distinct role of living boundary objects for inter-team coordination. The pro-
vided concepts for tool support further facilitate these endeavors and can be
used to determine, refine, and utilize data quality levels, change management,
and versioning mechanisms. We envision a future in which living boundary ob-
jects are used to actively exchange knowledge between teams and disciplines,
stress the benefits of traceability management, and help practitioners to focus
on the important aspects to align large-scale agile organizations on.
